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Populärvetenskaplig
sammanfattning

Detektion av cirkulerande tumörceller (CTC) i perifert blod är ett tecken på tumör-
progression samt en viktig markör för att kunna diagnostisera cancer i ett tidigt
stadium, samt studera utvecklingen av cancern. CTC finns dessvärre tyvärr i my-
cket låga koncentrationer vilket medför en stor utmaning i att isolera denna typ av
celler från perifert blod. Mikrofluidik erbjuder möjligheten att med högprecision
manipulera vätskor och även vätskor innehållande olika komponenter så som till ex-
empel celler. Mikrofluidik är idealisk att använda för att utveckla metoder för cell-
sortering samt för utveckling av olika typer av kliniska diagnosmetoder. Innehållet
i denna avhandling är ett bidrag till utvecklingen av området för mikrofluidikbaser-
ade isoleringsmetoder av CTC från perifert blod, där tre olika typer av metoder
har tagits fram. De tre olika metoderntyperna baseras på tröghetsmikrofluidik,
akustofores samt immunaffinitetskromatografi.
Den första delen av avhandlingen beskriver fenomenet tröghetsmikrofluidik där
fokus ligger på att separera celler vid extremt höga flöden. I artikel 1, används
en enkel U-formad mikrofluidanordning för kontinuerlig separering av leukocyter
från utspätt blod, som har en effektivitet på 78% vid en flödeshastighet av 2,2
ml/min. I artikel 2 används en ny integrerad spiralmikroanordning som utnyttjar
de osmometriska egenskaperna hos celler. Separation av total och subpopulationer
har demonstrerats för leukocyter där ett utbyte på 86% har erhållits samt för gran-
ulocyter med 91%. Vidare har cancerceller som har adderats till helblod separerats
med ett utbyte på 88%. I artikel 3 och 4 har outforskade delar av elastoiner-
tial mikrofluidik studerats, vilket möjliggör partikel fokusering och separation vid
höga flödeshastigheter (artikel 3). Elastoinertial mikrofluidik utnyttjas även för
att fokusera cellerna med hög precision och integrerades i en optiskmikroflödescy-
tometer, kapabel att samtidigt mäta fluorescens och ljusspridning med en möjlig
detektionshastighet på 2500 partiklar/sekund (artikel 4).
Den andra delen av avhandlingen har ett fokus på akustofores för att selektivt
separera celler baserat på storlek och affinitet. I den första akustofores metoden
(artikel 5) utveklades en multifunktionell akustisk mikrofluidikenhet för isolering
av cancerceller från röda blodceller med en separationseffektivitet på 92,4% och
infångningseffektivitet på 93%. Enheten fungerar som en ny plattform för att stud-
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era dynamiskcellfunktion på infångade celler i realtid. I artikel 6 utvecklades en
akustisk aktiverad cellsorterare baserad på mikrobubblor som bygger på affinitets-
baserad cellseparation, metoden demonstrerades genom att cancerceller separerades
med 75% verkningsgrad från en suspension.
I den tredje och sista delen av avhandlingen använder vi nya biopolymerer till lager-
på-lager modifiering av olika materialytor. Detta möjliggör en selektiv infångning
av cancerceller, med efterföljande frisättning av dessa infångade celler kan efterföl-
jande analyser göras. Användning av cellulosananofibriller (artikel 7), visar vi hur
vi effektivt kan fånga och senare frisätta cancerceller med en frigörningsgrad på
95%. Slutligen i artikel 8 har en ny metod där modifierat protein från spindeltråd
använts för att ytmodifiera mikrofluidikkanalerna, vilket ger en effektiv infångning-
grad på 85%, vilka sedan kan frisläppas med en frisättningsgrad på 95%. Denna
metod har även validerats med patientprover från patienter med bukspottkörtel-
cancer.
Sammanfattningsvis så har olika mikroflödesbaserade isoleringstekniker utvecklats
för avskiljning och karakterisering av CTC. Även om var och en av dessa tekniker
har olika fördelar och olika utmaningar så kan vidareutveckling och kombination
av dessa metoder vara av stor nytta för framtida kliniska tekniker.

Nyckelord: mikrofluidik, cancer, cancerdiagnostik , flytande biopsi, cirkulerande
tumörceller , tröghetsmikrofluidik, elastoinertial mikrofluidik, acoustofluidics, mikrobub-
blor , lager-på-lager, cellulosa, spindelsilke
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Abstract

Detection of circulating tumor cells (CTC) in peripheral blood is in-
dicative of early recognition of tumor progression and such an important
biomarker for early diagnosis, staging, monitoring and prognosis of cancer.
However, CTC are found in very low concentrations and reliable isolation of
these rare cells is challenging. Microfluidics enables precise manipulation of
fluids and cells and is ideal for the development of cell sorting methods for
clinical diagnostics. The thesis contributes towards the development of mi-
crofluidic based CTC isolation methods from peripheral blood. The methods
are based on size and immunoaffinity. The first part of the thesis describes
the phenomenon of inertial focusing for size based cell separation at high
throughputs. In paper 1, using a u-shaped device, we demonstrate continuous
filtration of leukocytes from diluted blood, with an efficiency of 78% at a flow
rate of 2.2ml/min. In the 2nd paper, separation of total and subpopulation
of leukocytes with a purity of 86% for granulocytes and 91% for lymphocytes
is demonstrated using a novel integrated spiral microdevice. Furthermore,
cancer cells spiked into whole blood could be separated at a yield of 88%.
Finally, in paper 3 and 4 we unravel parts of the unexplored elasto-inertial
microfluidics. The method enables particle focusing and separation at high
flow rates (paper 3), and was utilized to precisely focus the cells as part of an
integrated optofluidic micro flow cytometer device, capable to simultaneously
measure fluorescence and scattering of cells and particles at a rate of 2500
particles/sec (paper 4). Second part of the thesis focuses on acoustophoresis
to selectively separate cells based on size and affinity. In the first approach
(paper 5), a multifunctional acoustic microdevice was developed for isolation
of cancer cells from red blood cells with a separation efficiency of 92.4% and
trapping efficiency of 93%. In the second approach (paper 6), a microbubbles
activated acoustic cell sorter was developed for affinity based cell separation.
As a proof of principle, cancer cells in a suspension were separated at an
efficiency of 75%. In the third and final part of the thesis, we demonstrate
layer-by-layer coating of novel biopolymers on different material surfaces, en-
abling selective capturing of the CTCs and subsequent release of captured
cells suitable for downstream analysis. Using cellulose nano fibrils (paper 7),
we demonstrate efficiently capture and release of cancer cells at a release effi-
ciency of 95%. Finally, a novel, single step self-assembly of spider silk proteins
is introduced inside microfluidic channels for effective capture of cancer cells
with 85% capture efficiency and subsequent release of captured cells with 95%
release efficiency (paper 8). The novel recombinant silk modified microfluidic
device was validated using pancreatic cancer patients. In summary, we have
developed different microfluidic based isolation technologies for the capture
and characterization of CTCs. While each of these technologies has its own
advantages and challenges, further development and combining these meth-
ods might be important for clinical utility.

Keywords: microfluidics, cancer, cancer diagnostics, liquid biopsy, circulat-
ing tumor cells, inertial microfluidics, elasto-inertial microfluidics, acoustoflu-
idics, microbubbles, layer-by-layer, cellulose, spider silk.
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Preface

I begin with an overview of my thesis work, started at Cell Physics group at KTH
and continued at the School of biotechnology in the Division of Proteomics and
Nanobiotechnology, at Royal Institute of Technology. Cancer diagnostic is a rapidly
growing field and progressing towards finding an early cancer detection, treatment
and management system. The goal of this thesis is to develop a blood based cancer
diagnostics tool for early cancer diagnosis. Many years ago, a question raised in
my mind about the memory storage in brain and its retrieval, which motivated to
get into the field of biophysics research.

This thesis basically describes the microfluidics based methods, developed to sepa-
rate the cancer cells that are circulating in the cancer patient blood. Chapter 3 and
4 emphasizes on cancer and cancer diagnostics methods, while chapter 4 provides a
comprehensive summary on the techniques used in this thesis. In my opinion com-
plex problem of early cancer detection cannot be addressed by a single technology,
rather requires integration of several technologies to find a suitable solution, such
an effort is made in thesis to develop methods for isolation of circulating tumor
cells from whole blood for early cancer diagnostics.

During this thesis I have worked with different interdisciplinary projects with differ-
ent collaborators and support from funding agency such as Barncancer foundation,
European union and Swedish strategic Funding and I am sincerely thankful to them.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 New Era of Modern Health

Health matters to each individual and to the society. However, defining health
is challenging. In 1946 World Health Organization defined health as state of well
being with complete physical, mental and economic aspects [1]. However, psychoso-
cial, cultural and spiritual aspects also need to be also considered while defining
health [2]. Modern health care system is emerging as a result of technological ad-
vancement leading to the beginning of new era of healthcare and therefore, treat-
ing and curing more diseases than ever before. New technologies such as molecu-
lar imaging, robotics, mobile health, data analytics, interoperability solutions and
point of care diagnostics are bringing innovation to the old treatment. However, ac-
cessibility is still a question, due to change in demographics and depleting resources.

Even though technologies are improving there are several challenges that are con-
stantly arising. Some of these challenges include intrinsic and acquired tumor re-
sistance to chemotherapy in cancer [3], new and re-emerging of infectious diseases,
increase in the multidrug resistance of microbes threating our ability to treat in-
fectious diseases, and to perform medical procedure such as surgery, organ trans-
plantation and chemotherapy. To address these challenges, innovation in the core
science is providing new insights for medical field and translating research to the
benefit of patient’s treatment through development of new drugs, clinical practice
and new diagnostics techniques.

In cancer treatment, several diagnostic techniques allow us to perform faster and
more accurate diagnosis. It is possible to identify tumors by investigating deep
structures in the body using radiology and histopathology of tissue. Moreover,
non-invasive blood based diagnostics is expected to increase the possibility to treat
patients at an early stage. Therefore, the aim of this work has been to develop
microfluidics based blood diagnostic technique for cancer.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 General introduction to the microfluidic technology

In late 1970, the development in the Semiconductor device fabrication led to the
beginning of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and the success of MEMS
opened up a new branches in science and technology

Lab-on-a-chip is a research field focused on the integration of preparative steps
such as sample preparation, up concentration and several biochemical operations
that are typically performed in laboratories [4]. Furthermore, miniaturization, de-
velopment of new materials, easy fabrication and integration enabled design of point
of care (POC) type of devices. POC are medical tools that allow patient disease
diagnoses on site, enabling rapid treatment. A number of technologies have been
developed in the past two decades with the aim of integrating different LOC sys-
tems towards POC applications. Microfluidics is closely related to LOC concept.
Figure 1.1 shows length scale from nano to macro and in this thesis the length scale
used ranges between 10nm to 2mm

Figure 1.1: Illustraction of different objects in length scale ranging from nano to
macro



1.2. GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE MICROFLUIDIC TECHNOLOGY3

Typically, LOC focused on integration of preparative steps such as sample prepa-
ration, up concentration and several biochemical operations performed in laborato-
ries. [5] However, miniaturization, development of new materials, easy fabrication
and integration enabled point of care type of device (POC). POC are medical tools
that allow patient disease diagnoses on site, away from the centralized labs in a
timely manner that allows rapid treatment to the patients. Thereby, reducing cost
of diagnosis, improving scalability, access to resource limited setting and improves
early detection.

Microfluidics refers to the system or device that enables handling of fluid volume in
micro and nano liter range, while explicitly interacting with microstructures chan-
nels [6]. The drastic reduction in the dimension of channels increases the surface
to volume ratio; altering the characteristic effects on surface related phenomenon
such as surface tension, flow behavior, thermal response and electro kinetics. Work
at micro scale also opens up the doors to integrate different fields like biochemistry,
chemistry, biology, material science and physics to manipulate the particles, cells
and molecules both in space and time [7]. Microfluidic systems enable separation
of particles and cells based on the cells physical and biological properties.

Separation methods can be classified into passive and active methods. Passive
separation methods do not require any external forces, but rather utilize intrinsic
phenomenon that arise at microscale. These methods include inertial microfluidics,
deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) and hydrophoresis. Inertial microfluidics
based separation mainly rely on the channel geometry, flow condition and size, and
is explained in detail in chapter 4. Active separation methods require an exter-
nal force field, such as acoustic streaming, electric field, and magnetic and optical
field for particles and cells separation. Acoustofluidics is one such method that har-
nesses the use of sound waves within the fluidic system for bioparticle manipulation.
Acoustofluidics has been employed in a number of life science applications, such as
immobilization of cells, incubation and washing of cells, aggregation of cells to grow
spheroids, exchange of media while cells being trapped without any surface contact,
and acoustofluidics traps to study cell-cell interactions invitro [8]. Apart from cells
or particle separation, there is a plethora of application trends shows promising
development in tissue engineering [9], label free separation of rare cells [10], single
cell manipulation [11] and sample preparation [12].
Optofluidics is a research and technology area that combines optical elements and
microfluidic devices [13]. Optical devices date backs to 18th century, reflecting
telescope constructed with rotating pool of mercury to create smooth spherical
mirrors of telescope. Significant development in this field has led to the develop-
ment of devices such as fluid-fluid wave-guides [14], electronic paper [15], photoionic
crystals [16], microfluidically tuned optical fibers [159] and liquid crystal infused
photonic crystal lasers [18]. Integration of optics together with fluidics enabled
the development of miniaturized flow cytometer system for single particle or cells



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

analysis for diseases diagnostics. Affinity separation is another method either uses
passive method or active methods or in combination for separation of bioparticles
from complex biological fluidics.
Affinity based separation requires surface markers identified by bioaffninity molecules
such as antibodies, nanobodies, DARPin, and affibodies for cancer cells separation.
In this thesis affinity-based microfluidic systems were developed for isolation and
release of circulating tumor cells from patient samples see chapter 4.

1.3 Objectives

In the thesis three different separation techniques are employed to develop microflu-
idic based tools and solution for separation of circulating tumor cells from whole
blood.

1. Development of inertial microfluidics for cell separation:
Developing inertial microfluidics will provide useful platform for high through
put label free separation of cells from complex biological samples.

2. Development of Acoustofluidics for cancer cells separation:
Deeper understanding of acoustofluidics provides greater control on manipu-
lating particle and cells in microdevice for several biological applications.

3. Development of affinity based isolation cell separation:
Improving microdevice for affinity cell separation will enable novel device
modification methods for isolation of cells invitro.



1.4. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS 5

1.4 Summary of contributions

The contribution of this thesis towards the accomplishment of aforementioned ob-
jectives is summarized below.

1. Inertial microfluidics and elasto-inertial methods for cell separation

A U-shaped microfluidic device was developed in Paper 1 to understand the
underlying physics behind inertial focusing of particles and cells, when curva-
ture is added to a microfluidic device. A new integrated microfluidics device
was further investigated in Paper 2 combining the effects of selective cell lysis
and inertial microfluidics enabling three-part separation of white blood cells.
A novel elasto-inertial microfluidics technique was developed in Paper 3 and
applied for particles separation. An opto-viscoelastic-inertial flow cytome-
ter device was developed in Paper 4 enabling enumeration and analysis of
particles and cells.

2. Acoustofluidics on-chip sample preparation

An acoustofluidics device was designed for sample preparation in Paper 5,
where particle and cells are selectively manipulated for separation. Also, mi-
crobubbles activated acoustic cell sorter was developed for affinity based cell
separation in Paper 6.

3. Innovative surface modification methods for developing affinity mi-
crodevice surfaces to capture cancer cells from whole blood

A layer-by-layer assembly technique was employed in Paper 7, where bio com-
patible cellulose multilayer coating was developed in microdevice to deposit
affinity molecules for cancer cells isolation and release. A novel spider silk
coating method was developed in Paper 8 to biofunctionalize the microflu-
idic devices to capture circulating tumor cells from whole blood of pancreatic
patients and releasing the cancer cells from the device.
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1.5 Thesis Structure

Figure 1.2: Overview of thesis structure



Chapter 2

Cancer Biology

2.1 A brief history of Cancer

Cancer dates back to hundreds of million of years, and the earliest instance of a
malignant cancer in a human ancestor dated 1.8-1.6 million years old has recently
been identified [21]. Cancer is widespread among reptiles, mammals and fish and
the genomic inherited information carried through evolution is evidently preloaded
in healthy human cells with a cancer sub-routine that might be launched by factors
such as chemical, radiation and inflammation [22]. A Greek physician Hippocrates
(460-370 B.C) coined the word “karkinos” to describe the carcinoma tumors, which
is nowadays are referred as cancer and he also developed the humoral theory that
human body contains four different body fluids and imbalance in these fluids will
preside over diseases might causes cancer [23]. In the 17thcentury lymph theory was
suggested, according to which the tumors arise from Lymph. However, Johannes
Muller showed that cancers are made up of cells, formulating Blastema theory
and his student Rudolf Virchow was first to show that cancer cells are derived
from other cells and also proposed that chronic irritation might lead to cancer.
Later a German surgeon Karl Thiersch suggested that cancer cells can spread,
which can cause metastases [23]. However, it was in late 1869 that a resident
physician Thomas Ramsden Ashwort from Melbourne Hospital Australia reported
an observation made in blood obtained from the internal saphena vein of the right
leg of the dead cancer patient, that some cells were morphologically identical to
the tumor cells and predicted that it might help in finding its origin of multiple
tumors existing in the same patient and responsible for metastases [24]. Later in
1889 Stephen Paget proposed the seed and soil theory of metastasis [25].

7
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2.2 The Biology of Cancer

2.2.1 The Cell Cycle
A cell is a basic unit of life. Normally, human cells grow, divide and undergo apop-
tosis (programmed cell death) in a normal cell cycle. The discovery of cell cycle
regulation by Leland H. Hartwell, R. Timothy, Hunt and Paul M. Nurse led to the
Nobel Prize in medicine in 2001. The cell cycle has four major active phases, G1,
S, G2 and Mitosis (M), as shown in Figure 2.1. After the M phase, the cell may
go to the G0 phase a quiescent state, or based on the biochemical balance between
the growth simulating signals such as PDGF, IGF, EGFR etc., and inhibitor signal
such as TGF-β etc., in the extracellular space makes the cells take a binary decision
either to remain in the G0 phase or to complete the cell cycle by going into G1
phase. In G1 phase, the binding of growth stimulating ligands to the transmem-
brane catalytic receptors triggers phosphorylation of proteins that leads to a series
of biochemical reactions in the cell cytoplasm and upon sufficient stimulations the
cell will continue its cycle [26].

Figure 2.1: The five phases of cell cycle

However, there are several checkpoints in the cell cycle to monitor and regulate the
process of the cell cycle [27]. Having sufficient quantities of stimulating biomolecules
in the G1 phase, the cell will enter to the S phase by passing the G1/S checkpoint,
otherwise it will go back to the G0 phase. Thereby, normal tissue maintains the
homeostasis of cell number, tissue architecture and function. However, some kind
of cancer cells regulates the signaling pathway independently, that is, the cancer
cells will produce a growth stimulating factor and will have receptors for the same
growth stimulating factor, which triggers the cell cycle and this process is referred
as autocrine signaling [28]. However, how the paracrine signals are transmitted in
a spatially and temporally regulated fashion from the neighboring cells is poorly
understood. In some type of cancer, the overexpression of growth stimulating fac-
tor causing the receptor to come close in proximity leading to cell cycle without
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the growth factor. Mutation in these growth receptors will also initiates abnormal
growth of cells forming the tumor. Therefore, the disruptions in the series of bio-
chemical changes in the cell cycle are only the beginning of the problem leading to
proliferation of cancer cells [28].

2.2.2 Tumor Biology

There are several factors that are involved in the tumor formation such as proto-
oncogenes; tumor suppression genes, telomerase and DNA repair genes. [28] Apart
from genetic factors there could be some other non-genetic basis that could drive
the tumor formation and cancer. A single progenitor cell can develop into a vast
tumor mass by multiple successive rounds of mutation followed by selection and
clonal expansion as shown in Figure 2.2 [29]. Several mutated genes interact with

Figure 2.2: Darwin evolution model of tumor progression (adapted from ref [29]).

each other in different combination in different pathway as shown in Figure 2.3 to
create tumor forming cancer cells [29]. Thus, tumor cells have a variety of escape
strategies to circumvent the apoptosis.
Another biological program autophagy, which enables a break down of intracellu-
lar components for biosynthesis of new biomolecules and energy metabolism might
fuel the nutrient limited environment of cancer cells, therefore further research is
required to elucidate the role of autophagy in tumor growth survival or death [30].
Although the formation of tumor involve several factor, angiogenesis a physiological
process involved in wound healing and female reproductive cycle, transiently plays
a major role in tumor growth by facilitating nutrients and oxygen deliver, while
maintaining the cellular metabolism and neoplastic growths [31].
Solid tumor consisting of several cell types the tumor microenvironment will collec-
tively enable tumor growth and proliferation. The distinct tumor microenvironment
is shown in Figure 2.4 [29]. Neoplastic cell behavior and the lethality of the tumor
need to be understood to define tumor types. There are neoplastic entities called
benign tumor and that are not lethal. The difference between lethality and non-
lethality has not yet been established. However, metastasis could be one of the
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Figure 2.3: Different combination of genes in different pathways interact to form
tumor forming human cancer cells (adapted from ref [29]).

answers. Moreover, the tumor microenvironment might promote paracrine signal-
ing that changes the tumor invasion into normal tissue and metastases (see section
2.2.3). Also during the process of primary to distance metastasis, the cancer cells
acquire additional mutation and subsumes a more complex process referred as the
invasion metastasis cascade and involves the acquisition of invasiveness to escape
from the circulation [28].

2.2.3 Metastases

The leading cause of cancer related death is due to metastasis. It becomes life
threatening if the primary tumor metastasize, meaning that the cells in the pri-
mary tumor are transformed and gained invasive abilities to degrade the basal
membrane to detach and to enter either directly into the bloodstream or via lym-
phatic system and spread to a secondary location in the other parts of the body,
which is considered to be one of the hallmarks of cancer [28].

By early detection of primary tumor and its removal by surgery, radiation, chemother-
apy or their combination, the disease can be eliminated. Unfortunately, the metastatic
colonies are often more difficult to detect and to eliminate. Metastasis is a stochastic
process, in which cells from the primary tumor disseminate and enter the vascular
or lymphatic system, where most of these cells will perish, but a few will manage
to infiltrate and lodge at a distant site, proliferate and grow [32]. In 1889, Stephen
Paget proposed the “seed-and-soil” hypothesis of metastasis in botanical terms as
seeds (tumor cells) and congenial soil (metastatic microenvironment) [25]. How-
ever, the mechanism governing organ specific metastasis is poorly understood till
today [38].
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Figure 2.4: Microenviroment of tumor; consits of different cell type and signalling
molecules (adapted from ref [73])

Genomic instability, the chromosomal, nucleic acid rearrangement, aneuploidy and
high frequency of mutations in the cells creates several cellular phenotypes, any
one of which might have all the necessary properties to enter into metastatic pro-
cess [38]. Clinically, histological studies provide evidence of detachment of individ-
ual cells or clusters from primary tumor and subsequent diverse pattern of tissue
invasion [39,40,122].

In epithelial cancer patients, it has been shown that the minority of the clustered
cells and majority of individual cells are detected in their blood suggesting the vari-
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ation in the migration mode in tissues for entering and survival in circulation [42].
The tumor cells that are disseminated from the primary tumor undergo extreme
contortions as they detach, circulate and find new secondary metastatic niche. Ini-
tial invasion of tumor cells from primary sites through blood, follows different mech-
anistic pathways and these cells might get stuck in the capillary bed or in a specific
metastatic niche can undergo extravasation. This process involve cell-to-cell inter-
action and cell-to-ECM (extracellular matrix) interactions and plasticity program
such as epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT), tumor initiating cell (Stem)
pathway and anoikis ( a form of programed cell death initiated when anchorage
dependent cells detach from the surrounding ECM), cell-to-cell signaling molecules
among, which Wnt, TGFα and Notch ligands play a central role. Moreover, the
cellular composition, immune status, blood supply and cancer cell properties are
also known to regulate the colonization of these disseminated cells in the secondary
location directing organotropism [43].

2.2.4 Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition
Carcinomas can be derived from the epithelium cells with profound trans differenti-
ation a change in the cell state [33]. In 1986 Elizabeth D Hay described the EMT as
a cell biological program that often involved in wound healing, triggered by contex-
tual signal from a whole set of properties [34,35]. In cancer, the EMT is thought to
be a contributing factor for tumor invasion and metastasis. EMT a play a frequent
role in the inter-conversion of different cell types during embryogenesis. Normally,
cells have an established mechanism to resist the responsive signal that destabilizes
their epithelial state [29]. The nature of contextual signal released by stroma and
impinged on the carcinoma precursors cells to activate the latent EMT program is
poorly understood. However, it is clear that the EMT program is a major route for
epithelial non stem cells to acquire stem cells like properties [36,37].



Chapter 3

Cancer Diagnosis

Early detection of cancer enables effective cancer treatment. Typically, cancer
is diagnosed through an emergency presentation of inferior clinical symptoms in
patients, compared to the patients diagnosed electively or through screening. Nor-
mally, the imaging based methods, such as X-rays, computer tomography (CT)
scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound scan, positron emission to-
mography (PET), single photon emission computed tomography (SPET) and en-
doscopy [44] are widely used to detect the tumors and to determine the stage (how
advanced they are) of various cancers. Imaging methods also enable to precisely
locate the tumor position for taking biopsy, for surgery and monitoring cancer
relapse [45].

3.1 Biopsy

Tumors are highly variable in their nature. To examine the lethality of a tumor,
biopsies are taken from the tumor or the suspected mass of cells or lesions. Based
on the tumor types and locations, different biopsy procedures are employed, such
as excisional biopsy to remove the entire lump or suspicious area, incisional or core
biopsy to collect a small sample of tissue, and in certain conditions needle aspiration
biopsies [46]. Current standard methods for cancer diagnostics rely on sampling
methods by fine-needle aspiration (FNA) or surgical biopsy. Insights into the tu-
mor tissues are generally obtained by examining the tissues under a microscope by
a pathologist to determine the intra-tumoral heterogeneity, evolution of the tumor
during treatment and tumor-host crosstalk [47].

Although the tissue from the tumor is the gold standard for clinical investigation,
sequencing and histopathological studies, foremost impediment exists in terms of
utility and acquisition [48]. In addition, the invasive procedure is uncomfortable
for the patients. The drawbacks of biopsies include variations in accessibility of the
tumor, quantity of obtained tumor cells, location of biopsy within the tumor and

13
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also that the phenotype of metastases might differ from the primary tumor [49].
Moreover, after surgical removal of tumor followed by chemo and radiation therapy,
there is no more material that could be probed. Therefore, the monitoring of the tu-
mor progression becomes difficult. Also, the sample preservation and intra-tumoral
heterogeneity in most advanced cancer limits the use of tissue biopsy [50].

3.2 Liquid Biopsy

Concept of liquid biopsy in diagnostics is novel [51]. This technique allows anal-
ysis of humoral factors released from the cancer cell to its microenvironment that
includes chemokines, cytokines, growth factors, extracellular matrix molecules and
nucleic acids [52, 53]. Also, exosomes, microvesicles and circulating tumor cells
from the tumor can be found in the cancer patient blood. Therefore, blood of
cancer patients contains novel types of biomarkers and analysis of these blood com-
ponents provides a comprehensive data of tumor-associated changes for treatment
and prognosis of the disease [54]. Hence, the liquid biopsy or the blood sample
might provide dynamic assessments of ‘omics’ landscape of both the primary and
metastases cancerous lesion [55].

3.2.1 Exosomes

Exosomes are the membrane vesicles of endocytic origin secreted by most types of
cells, which facilitates a wide range of intercellular communication [56]. Typically
the exosomes range in size between 30 to 100 nm [57], and contain a number of func-
tional biomolecules like proteins, DNA, lipids and RNA [58]. The exosomes can be
transferred to the recipient cells and can be found in all body fluids such as blood,
saliva, bronchoalveolar fluid, breast milk, cerebrospinal fluid and urine [59,60]. The
secretion of vesicles into mutivesicular endocytic compartments [61] was first de-
scribed in 1983 and the term exosomes was coined in 1987 [63].

Several types of secreted membrane vesicles from different types of cells that are
greater in size more than 100 nm are present in our body fluids. However, they do
not fall under the definition of exosomes as they are generated by budding off from
the plasma membrane, while the exosomes are propagated from the endolysosomal
pathway [57]. At present, very few markers, such as TSG1, CD9, CD81, CD63,
syntenin and tetraspanins, are identified to distinguish exosomes from other extra-
cellular vesicles [64].

Molecular composition of exosomes greatly varies. Tumor-derived exosomes con-
tain stupendous amounts of cytosolic proteins, as well as intracellular membrane
fusion proteins (annexins and Rab protein) [56]. They may also contain signal
transduction proteins and metabolic enzymes. Certain exosomes contain heat
shock proteins, such as HSP70, HSP90, and transmembrane proteins, such as
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tetraspanins [56]. Consequently, tumor-derived exosomes provide a plethora of
various paracrine and autocrine signals that might facilitate the formation of tu-
mor progression and metastases at secondary site [65].

Exosomes in general are signalosomes released from one type of cells that interact
with other cells, to deliver their content or to engage with the cell surface receptors
that trigger the cascade intracellular signaling events [66]. Why cells release the
exosomes and how the rate of exosomes secretion varies with primary tumor growth
is yet to be established. Nevertheless, the functions of tumor-derived exosomes are
widely studied [67]. It has been shown that the tumor-derived exosomes play a
central role in formation of pre-metastatic niches [68]. A cascade of events that will
lay the groundwork for the future metastatic sites to be populated by circulating
tumor cells facilitates the engraftment, adaptation and survival of the tumor cells
within the new microenvironment [67,69,70]. Recently, it has been shown that the
exosomes from melanoma cells educate the bone marrow progenitor cells through
horizontal transfer of MET oncoprotein [71], which demonstrates their role in com-
munication between the tumor cells and normal cells [67, 72].

One of the old enigmas in cancer is the organotropic metastasis. David Lyden and
coworkers performed a detailed analysis of sequential events of pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma (PDAC) exosomes inducing formation of the liver pre-metastasis
niche [43] and suggested the exosomal migration inhibitory factor (MIF) as a func-
tional biomarker of PDAC liver metastasis [67]. They showed that the tumor-
derived exosomes proteins could redirect the tumor cells that lack metastatic abil-
ity to metastasize to a specific organ, paving way for understanding the metastatic
propensity and the organ specific metastasis [73].

Accumulating evidence indicates an involvement of exosomes in vascular leaki-
ness [73], pre-metastatic niche formation [68], stromal activation, induction of the
angiogenic switch, inflammation, tumor motility [65] and cancer cell escape from
immunosurveillance [74]. Notably, tumor-derived exosomes could be used as a
biomarker for detection of cancer [67]. Recently, Kalluri and coworkers found a
cell surface proteoglycan glypican-1 in circulating exosomes, which is used for di-
agnosing pancreatic cancer [75]. Conversely, the exosomes can be used for drug
delivery and to target metastases. Although exosomes provide valuable informa-
tion regarding primary tumors and metastases, a standardized method for isolation
and analysis of exosomes is yet to be developed [76,77].

3.2.2 Circulating free DNA
In blood, circulating free DNA (cfDNA) can be found in both normal and patho-
logical conditions. Mandel and Metais were the first to report the existence of cir-
culating free DNA and RNA in 1948, [84] before the discovery of the DNA double
helix [79]. Thirty years after the initial discovery, cancer patients were found to have
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increasing amount of cfDNA in their blood and a correlation between the amounts
of the cfDNA with the cancer therapy was also reported [80,81]. Direct sequencing
of the cfDNA from plasma showed that the circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) re-
leased from the tumor harbors the same mutation as the tumor DNA [82,83]. The
specific molecular alterations, such as chromosomal copy number variation [84,85],
translocations [86], hypermethylation [87] and single nucleotide variation [88] in
the ctDNA correspond to the original tumor DNA, [89] which provides a tremen-
dous specificity of the ctDNA as a tumor marker. Biogenesis of circulating nucleic

Figure 3.1: Various pathways showing the release of nucleic acid released in cir-
culation

acids is poorly understood. Typically, plasma from healthy donor contains 10 ng
of DNA/ml, but higher concentration has been reported in cancer patients [80].
The underlying mechanism of the DNA shedding is not yet fully understood. In
healthy individuals, passive release during apoptotic and necrotic events and free
release from the non-proliferating cells are being considered as the source of the
cfDNA [90]. Conceptually, the ctDNA might be collectively/individually derived
from necrotic cancer cells in the tumor microenvironment [91], tumor-derived exo-
somes [58], active secretion from cancer cells and degraded CTC in the circulation
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in the form of short DNA fragments [92] or nucleosomes [93] as shown in Figure 3.1.
Also, a small amount of cfDNA may originate from mitochondria and T-cells. [94].

Several studies showed a greater variability in the amount of cfDNA ranges be-
tween less than 0.1% to 10% in different type of cancer patient, however, what
causes this variability of cfDNA levels is not well understood and is thought to
be affected by type of cancer, stage of tumor burden, biological characteristics of
the tumor and factors affecting blood volume [95]. Very little is known about the
catabolism of the cfDNA in the blood [82]. Under physiological conditions, en-
zymes DNase I and II and phagocytes clear the cfDNA from circulation in healthy
individuals, however a small fraction of DNA is still present in circulation [91]. In
case of metastasis, inhibition of DNase I and II results in the increase of the cfDNA
amount in the blood. [96, 97] The half-life time of ctDNA is 15 min to <90 min,
which makes it suitable as a biomarker, reflecting the current status of metastases.
However, about 50x106 cells are required to produce a measurable amount of the
ctDNA [98]. The use of ctDNA can be classified into different categories based
on the DNA alteration, profiling, molecular features of tumor and quantification.
For all the categories, isolation of cfDNA and detection of the ctDNA with specific
genomic abrasions requires analytical and clinical sensitivity and specificity [99].

Detection of small fraction of ctDNA at the background of total cfDNA is chal-
lenging because of low signal-to-noise ratio. Pre-analytical variability arising from
the lysis of white blood cells (WBC) releasing DNA during plasma preparation
increases the background level of the cfDNA, analytical variability during sample
preparation, error rate in PCR, sequencing and bias in genomic region analysis,
which further complicates the process of accurate enrichment and detection of the
ctDNA. Predominantly, ctDNA size ranges between 80 bp to 260 bp and is consis-
tent with the nucleosome pattern of DNA fragmentation [93]. However, a higher
fraction contains short DNA fragments <150 bp, [100] therefore optimal detection
requires primers that target short DNA fragments. Otherwise, selector or padlock
probes can be used, which might be suitable for DNA amplification and muta-
tion detection. Advancement in the technology, such as digital droplet PCR, allele
specific PCR, BEAMing and Next generation sequencing (NGS) has made the de-
tection of ctDNA more feasible. [98,101] However, clinical sensitivity varies greatly
between these methods. [99] Recent development in sequencing based ctDNA de-
tection such as Tam-Seq [86], CAPP-Seq [102], Ampli-Seq [103], SafeSeq [104] has
proved a higher sensitivity by reducing the sequencing error and PCR error during
library preparation [105].

cfDNA analysis provides valuable information of tumor burden, tumor response
and molecular basis of acquired resistance [106]. Resistance to the anti-epidermal
growth factor receptor therapies has been shown to occur through the emergence
of KRAS mutation using both tissue biopsy and ctDNA. [107] Another application
of ctDNA in detecting the minimal residual diseases after treatment or surgery was
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demonstrated [108]. Furthermore, studying the methylation of cpG sites in the
ctDNA has shown to provide information about level of regulation over gene ex-
pression and assessment of the tumor burden [87]. Recently, transient appearance
of ctDNA in lung cancer patient treated for EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor before
and after the treatment has been shown, which opens up a new way of looking at
the ctDNA during treatment [109].

Despite the advantages of testing the spatial and temporal tumor heterogeneity
using ctDNA, there are several limitations that need to be addressed for clinical
utility of ctDNA. Common limitation is the inability to distinguish the ctDNA
from contributing tissues, for example tumor versus another conditions, such as
stroke, tissue damage, myocardial infraction and autoimmune diseases, that are as-
sociated with elevations of cfDNA. Recently, a research group showed the presence
of cancer-associated mutation in healthy individuals [110]. Although, cfDNA pro-
vides information about tumor, It is not clear that the tumor-associated mutation
in ctDNA reflect the presence of cancer or its development. The study of Circulat-
ing tumor cells (CTC) might provide more valuable information about tumor and
colonization.

3.2.3 Circulating Tumor Cells

Circulating tumor cells are considered as the foundation for metastasis as they
carry oncogenic and tumor suppressor mutations. Observation of circulating tumor
cells was attributed to Thomas Ramsden Ashwort, who reported the microscopic
observation of blood from the dead cancer patient containing cells identical to the
cancer cells (Figure 3.2) and suggested that, if they are derived from tumor, they
must have been passed through the circulation system [24]. Engell described defi-
nite tumor cells in the peripheral blood of advanced cancer patient using cells block
technique [111] in 1955, and the research on CTC was intensified. However, poor
understanding of the role of CTC in blood and false positive signals in the cytolog-
ical studies, originating mainly from the megakaryocytes, reduced the interest in
CTC based research [112].
Despite the technological challenges, a vast number of clinical studies were per-
formed using immunocytology to harness the power of CTC as a cancer indicator.
Studies conducted in breast cancer patient has revolutionized the clinical applica-
tion of CTC as indicated by the strong correlation between the number of CTC with
progression-free survival and overall survival in metastatic patients [113]. Over past
two decades, a plethora of supportive studies and meta-analysis were conducted and
positive correlations within different cancer types, such as urothelial and bladder
cancer, prostate cancer [114], ovarian cancer [197], gastric cancer [116], head and
neck cancer [117], metastatic breast cancer [118] and lung cancer [119], have been
established.
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Figure 3.2: CTC observation made by T.R. Ashworth, image taken from ref [24]

3.2.3.1 Fate of Circulating Tumor Cells in Circulation

Peripheral blood is considered to be an ideal source for the monitoring of metastatic
tumor cells, and several groups have reported the emergence of CTC in the patient
with early stage cancer without overt metastasis [120,121]. The journey of CTC in
the bloodstream is temerarious as they are exposed to several factors such as shear
forces from the blood circulation, encountering the innate immune cells and oxida-
tive stress. Therefore, for a successful spawn of metastatic lesion the CTC must
escape from the cell death signals caused by loss of attachment with neighboring
cells (anoikis) and amorphosis. Also during the transit they might associate with
platelets to change their EMT characteristics and metabolic profile to withstand
the oxidative stress [122].

CTC are the cancer cell found in the vascular system of patients, whereas the
disseminated tumor cells (DTC) are already extravagated into a secondary site.
Detection of DTC is easier compared to the CTC, since they can be easily found
and are accessible through needle biopsy in bone marrow, also the lower background
from mesenchymal bone marrow cells makes it easier to detect carcinoma cells. [124]
Experimental and clinical observations have demonstrated that the tumor cells can
be disseminating even earlier during tumourigenesis [125]. Evidence suggests that
a small tumor can shed millions of cancer cells. In mouse models it has been shown
that growing tumors shed around 3.2x106 and regressing tumor shed 4.1x106 cells
per gram of tissue in 24 h [123]. CTC are highly plastic and recent studies on tran-
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scriptome analysis of EpCAM cells from bone marrow of M0 (non metastasis stage)
showed that the prostrate cancer DTC resemble cells of bone marrow, suggesting
a high phenotypic plasticity of early disseminated cells [126].

Malignant tumors are uniquely characterized by the property of its metastasizing
abilities. Stochastic metastasis cascade events including the extension from primary
tumor, migration of cancer cells and penetration into vascular system, reinvasion
of tissue at the site of arrest have been extensively studied see Figure 3.3 [127,128].
Metabolic changes in the cancer cells with cytoskeletal rearrangement [129] and syn-
thesis of matrix degrading metalloproteinases [130] and cathepsins [131] together
with adhesive interaction with neighboring cells actuate their invasion and migra-
tion through the stroma. Further evidence showed that cell-signaling molecules
from the stroma trigger the carcinoma cells to undergo the EMT process, losing
adhesion properties and gaining the invasiveness.

Figure 3.3: Metastasis process and colonization, image adapted from ref [122]

On the contrary, the carcinoma cells might induce partial EMT [132], optimiz-
ing the tumor potential with maintaining cell plasticity, i.e. the ability to change
from EMT to MET, thereby increasing the chance of metastatic colonization. It is
also predicted that CTC in blood might receive signals from the adhered platelets
to undergo partial EMT process or induces secretion of adenine nucleotides, which
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compromise the endothelial cell junctions for extravasation [122]. Moreover, at the
distant site these CTC might receive MET signal from the metastatic niche pro-
moting transition back to epithelial phenotype prompting secondary tumor. It is
plausible that the partial EMT program might be involved in the reactivation of
dormant disseminated tumors causing secondary metastasis [132,133]. Recent evi-
dence showed that the EMT process might be responsible for tumor resistance and
phenotypic changes in the CTC during radio and chemotherapy.

Carcinoma cells from the tumor might leave the site as single CTC or as CTC
clusters consisting of 2 to 19 cells, referred to as circulating tumor microemboli
[32,137,138]. In the vascular system, the venous circulation leads to the right ven-
tricle of the heart and to the lung and the gut drain from liver. Therefore, CTC have
to pass through a large network of capillaries and the cytoskeleton restructuring
in CTC allows these cells to deform and squeeze through smaller capillaries [138].
Retention of CTC clusters in the capillaries is considered to be the main reason
for the high incidence of metastasis in these organs. Recently, Mehmet Toner and
coworkers showed the deformability [140] properties of CTC clusters that can pass
through the tiny capillaries [139] and also developed a CTC-Cluster chip consisting
of triangular pillar array for isolation of the CTC clusters from cancer patients [141].
Similar to the partial EMT trait of a single CTC, CTC clusters also appeared to be
enriched with EMT markers [99], indicating emergence from the oligoclonal tumor
cells group.

3.2.3.2 Molecular Characterization of CTC

CTC can be classified into four types: 1) CTC that are positive for cytokeratin (CK)
and CD45-negative [142]; 2) CTC that are, more like cancer stem cells, CK-negative
and CD45-negative [143]; 3) apoptotic CTC that are undergoing apoptosis; 4) CTC
clusters, including homotypic and heterotypic clusters. [99] Bimolecular character-
ization of rare tumor cell population, such as CTC, is performed using DNA, RNA
and protein based methods.

Protein expression in CTC

Expressions of several proteins in CTC have been used for characterization and
isolation of CTC. CK belongs to the intermediate filament protein family that con-
stitutes the major cytoskeleton of epithelial cells. Several different types of CK have
been identified, of which CK 8, 18 and 19 are mainly expressed in epithelial cells and
are associated with an increased propensity to develop metastatic diseases [144].
The CK-positive cells present in the blood are believed to originate from tumors,
because the blood cells lack the expression of CK [142]. Typically, isolated CTC are
stained for CK and CD45, a maker only present on the leukocytes, to distinguish
the CTC from other blood cells. However, the partial EMT transition in the CTC
might down regulate the expression of CK and thus reduces the sensitivity of the
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CTC detection [132].

Epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) is the cell surface transmembrane glyco-
protein mostly expressed in epithelial cells, which functions as a homotypic calcium-
independent cell adhesion molecule. EpCAM was the first human tumor associated
antigen identified with monoclonal antibodies [134] and later used for monoclonal
antibody therapy in humans [135]. It has been reported that up to 95% of epithe-
lial tumors express EpCAM antigen. Using antibody against EpCAM, CTC can
be isolated and detected in peripheral blood of metastatic breast, prostate, lung,
stomach and colon cancer patients [133]. However, certain types of tumors don’t
express the EpCAM antigen. Examples are tumors of epithelial or non-epithelial
origin, such as renal carcinoma and melanoma. [146] Moreover, the expression level
of EpCAM varies greatly across different cancer types and also the EMT transition
in the CTC down regulates the expression level that could be the reason why it
acquires stemness [132]. Recently, it has been shown that the CTC isolated from
breast cancer patients were positive for at least one of EMT markers, Twist1, AKt2
or PI3Kalpha [147]. Nevertheless, EpCAM still remains the most frequently used
biomarker used for CTC isolation.

Mucin 1 (MUC1) is normally expressed at a low level in most glandular epithe-
lial cells as a transmembrane glycoprotein. During tumorigenesis, the expression
of MUC1 is considerably increased in the majority of carcinomas. However, they
are not specific for malignant cells, as they are expressed in benign pancreatic and
glandular cells. Tests for MUC-1 have relatively high sensitivity in ovarian tumors,
but have low specificity. Recent studies revealed a high level of MUC-1 expression
on the cell surface, which reduces the cell adhesion properties and facilitates dis-
semination of cells from the tumor [148].

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) belongs to the family of tyrosine
kinase receptors, a component of cell signal transduction network often deregulated
in some of the major cancer types. In breast cancer, HER2 expression on CTC has
been reported and the use of drugs such as laptinib, pertuzumab and trastuzumab
targeting HER2-positive breast cancers has been found to improve the treatment
outcomes [99]. At present the HER2 immunohistochemical score of breast carci-
nomas is used in guide therapy decision [146]. Recently, it has been reported that
CTC in HER2+ breast cancer after chemotherapy promotes conversion into HER2-
chemotherapy resistance state. [136] Nevertheless, recent studies showed that the
sensitivity of HER2 based isolation is much lower than EpCAM vased, and that the
presence of HER2 in natural killer cells and granulocytes in breast cancer patients
further increases the noise, while comprising the specificity [149].

CD133 is a specific marker for hematopoietic stem cells detected among CTC in
breast cancer patient and is also observed in patients with non-luminal breast cancer
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subtype after chemotherapy, suggesting it as a potential chemo resistance marker
for breast cancer patients [156]. Expression of several chemokine receptors, such
as CXCR4, CCR6, CCR7 and CCR9, has been detected in CTC in different types
of metastatic cancer [151]. Cell adhesion molecules like VCAM-1 and ICAM -1
were also observed in breast cancer CTC, promoting binding to macrophages and
protecting CTC from TNF-related apoptosis. [152] Expression of ICAM-1 has been
found to promote transendothelial migration in melanoma, promoting interactions
with neutrophils [153].

DNA and RNA in CTC characterization

Genomic analysis of CTC provides a great insight in the tumor properties. The
first CTC sequencing studies in non-small lung cancer patient with EGFR mu-
tation analysis showed the existence of a gene for resistance to tyrosine kinase
inhibitors [121]. Whole genome amplification, NGS and single cell technologies
enabled the detection of chromosomal aberrations, mutations and copy number
variations in CTC. However, the CTC are rare and since single cell technologies
require the whole genome amplification as the first step, the amplification of DNA
from CTC is prone to allelic dropout [154]. Single CTC only have diploid DNA,
while the thousands of copies of each mRNA in a single cell facilitate elucidating the
transcriptomes in CTC. Multiplex based quantitative PCR and digital droplet PCR
have been used to demonstrate the CTC transcriptional profile in the breast cancer
cell lines. Comparative gene expression studies of CTC with respective primary
tumor showed the most differently regulated oxidative phosphorylation pathway in
CTC [121].

Single CTC RNA-seq approach and in situ RNA visualization in CTC enabled
examination of expression of epithelial transcripts [155]. Recently, comparison of
multimarker RNA profiling of single CTC from breast, prostate and leukocytes pro-
vided information on gene regulatory network including epithelial transcripts (Ep-
CAM and KRT19), DNA repair (RAD51), divergent expression to cancer therapy
(AR, AR-V7, EGFR, ERBB2), EMT markers (CD44 and CD24) and interaction of
CTC with immune cell markers (CCL4, CXL2, IL15 or IL8) [156] that are relevant
for cancer treatment and progression.

Clinical Implication of CTC

Initially, enumeration of elevated CTC was suggested as a maker for early de-
tection of cancer correlating with the stage of cancer. The detection and molecular
characterization of CTCs are one of the most active areas of translational cancer
research, with > 400 clinical studies having included CTCs as a biomarker [121].
Several ongoing studies indicate that the poor prognosis from changing treatment
based on CTC number, suggesting that the early detection of relapse can only be
important after a better treatment [99].
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Moreover, the clinical implications depend on several technical factors, such as
CTC isolation method, instrumentation, enrichment protocol, CTC identification
markers and analysis of data and costs, since different labs, companies, and hos-
pital practices have different methodologies [121]. Also, the heterogeneity of the
CTC and clonal changes caused by selective pressure hinder the clinical usefulness
of CTC detection. Therefore, a suitable CTC isolation method is necessary that
could deliver viable cells with high purity for genotyping and functional analysis
for effective diagnosis and treatment of cancer [121].



Chapter 4

Microfluidic based Bioparticle
Separation Technologies

4.1 Fluid dynamics

The science of fluid flow is classified into hydraulics, which describes fluid flow both
theoretically and mathematically, and hydrodynamics, which is purely empirical sci-
ence and practical techniques. The merge of these two branches has resulted into
the emergence of fluid mechanics. Historically, Leonardo da Vinci, a well-known
artist and a scientist, was the first to draw the streamline (a line which follows
the direction of the fluid viscosity) and vortices ingeniously as shown in, Figure
4.1. In the 18-century, the great work by Isaac Newton, who deduced the Newton’s
law of viscosity, and contribution from Daniel Bernoulli and Leonhard Euler and
other researcher derived a set of theoretical equation for non-viscous flow. Further-
more the progress in hydrodynamics in 19th century led to the derivation of the
equation for movement of a viscous fluid by Louis Marie Henri Navier and George
Gabriel Stokes. In 20th century, advancement in the miniaturization technology
opened up biomedical applications of classical fluid dynamics by the introduction
of microfluidics.

4.1.1 Governing Equation in Microfluidics
In fluid mechanics, conservation of mass, momentum and energy are the major
assumption generally considered. Predominantly, a fluid flow is described by using
Continuity equation, which is necessarily an expression of principle of conservation
of mass in classical mechanics.

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (4.1)

where ρ is the fluid mass density and u is the fluid velocity vector. For incompress-
ibility flow conditions ∇.u=0.

25
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Figure 4.1: Sketches taken from Leonardo da Vinci’s notes(No.1)

The velocity field for a Newtonian flow obeys Navier-stokes equations, which is
based on the Newton second law of motion F=ma on a per unit volume basis:

ρ (∂u
∂t

+ (u · ∇)u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inertial acceleration

= −∇p︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pressure term

+ η∇2u︸ ︷︷ ︸
viscous stress

+ F︸︷︷︸
Body force

(4.2)

Left side of the equation is inertial acceleration proportional to the forces on the
right side. Here F represents body force densities and η is dynamic fluid viscosity.
For laminar flow condition u∇.u=0 and in microfluidics the non-linear term can
be neglected, since the inertial forces are comparatively smaller than the viscous
forces, leading to the Stokes equation4.3.

η∇2u−∇p+ F = 0 (4.3)

The governing equation for conservation of energy is based on the principle of first
law of thermodynamics and when applied to a fluid flow the rate of change of energy
inside the fluid element is equal to the net flux of heat into the fluid element and
work done on the fluid element by surface or body force.

ρ[∂h
∂t

+∇h.u] = dp

dt
+∇(k∇T ) + χ (4.4)

Where h is the specific internal energy as h=e+p
ρ . K is Thermal conductivity, T

is the absolute temperature and χ represents the work done against viscous forces.
For incompressible flow the equation (4.4) become

ρCp[
∂T

∂t
+ (u.∇T ] = ∇(k∇2T ) + χ (4.5)
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dh=Cp.dT Cp is specific heat at constant pressure. For incompressible flow the en-
ergy equation can be solved independently. However it depends on the temperature
and fluid properties and body force densities.

4.1.2 Dimensionless number
In fluid flow, several physical phenomenon rises that can be expressed using dimen-
sionless numbers, which defines the fluid flow behavior. The most commonly used
dimensionless number in microfluidics is Reynolds number (Re). Table 4.1 [158].

Table 4.1: Dimensionless number used in this thesis

Re Reynolds inertia/viscous ρ.U.Dh

η

Pe Peclet convection/diffusion U.Dh

D

Wi Weissenberg polymer relaxation time/ shear rate time λγ̇

De Deborah polymer relaxation time/flow time λ
τflow

EI Elasticity elastic effects/inertial effects λη
ρ.h2

Osborne Reynolds discovered that the laminar flow turns into turbulent flow, when
the value of the non-dimensional quantity the ratio of inertial forces/ viscous force
reaches a certain value.

Re = 1/2mU2

1/2ηUA = (ρADh)U
ρA

= ρUDh

η
(4.6)

Re=kinetic energy/energy dissipated by shear, where U is the fluid drag velocity,
Dh = characteristic length depends on channel geometry, η=viscosity, ρ=density.

When Re� 1 then the non-linear term in the Navier-Stokes equation (4.2) will
disappear resulting in linear and predictable stokes flow Eq (4.3) and the flow be-
come turbulent at higher Re≥104 since the non-linear inertial term destabilizes
the flow. In microfluidics, the Re is typically very small (often less than 1) and
the flow is laminar, such that the viscous forces of the fluid dominate the inertial
forces. Typically, in the pressure driven flows in microchannels the velocity profile
associated with laminar flow resemble a parabolic profile, where the fluid acts in
layers that slides over one another. The velocity is maximum at the channel center
(middle fluid layers) and drops to zero at the channel walls due to no-slip condition.
The shear stress will be maximum at wall and zero at the middle fluid layers.
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4.2 CTC Separation

CTCs are rare even in patients with advanced cancer, as low as 1 CTC in 1 bil-
lion blood cells and isolation is challenging. By virtue of the system/device with
small physical dimension, microfluidics and lab-on-a-chip type devices are extremely
attractive for CTC isolation. Gentle manipulation and precise control of each in-
dividual cell in blood can be effectively accomplished at the microscale level. Cur-
rent microfluidic CTCs isolation technologies being developed primarily exploits
the differences in the biological (biomarkers), physical traits (size, shape, density,
charge and deformability) and functional properties of CTC as shown in Figure
4.2. Roughly, the separations of cells from complex biological fluid using microflu-
idics can be classified into three main categories: passive active and affinity based
separation.

Figure 4.2: CTC separation techniques; invitro and invivo methods exploiting
biological, physical and functional properties of cancer cells
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4.2.1 Passive Separation
Passive separation consists of variety of methods that requires no external physical
field and labeling, while mainly relying on the physical traits of cell and by utilizing
intrinsic phenomenon such as filtration, inertial microfluidics, deterministic lateral
displacement and hydrophoresis

In addition, the passive separation methods provide label free separation of cells
and are simpler, cheaper and free of the effects from labeling. Of all the physical
traits, CTC cell size is highly exploited. Multiple studies have reported that the
size of the CTC is large than other blood cells. Typically, quoted size range for
CTC is 12-25 µm [161] and overlap with the size of certain sub-population of blood
cells [162]. However, there is a large discrepancy within the CTC size, reported for
different type of cancer in patient samples and cancer cells lines. Heterogeneity in
CTC size could be due to the fact that CTC might be in different cell cycle phase
or undergoing apoptosis, while circulating in blood [164].

4.2.1.1 Filtration

Separation of CTC based on size using filter was first reported in 1964, where
sintered glass filters used [163]. Large sample processing area of membrane filter
enables high throughput and high volume processing of whole blood. Most, pre-
viously reported membrane filter are polycarbonate filter fabricated using track
etching. Track etched filter have randomly distributed pores with low porosity and
multiple pore fusion lead to low CTC capture efficiency. Filter membranes fabri-
cated using photolithography technique with defined pores size has been reported
for CTC isolation from cancer patients [165]. Two dimensional pore filters [197]
provides better capture efficiency of CTC from whole blood, however, the viability
of isolated cell is very low. Therefore to avoid the damaged caused to the cells dur-
ing filtration 3dimensional filters were developed. Different system of integrating
the filter membrane in microfluidics devices including centrifugal microfluidics sys-
tem have been developed and tested for CTC separation [169]. Recently, a device
with horizontal configuration of step-wise filter was reported, gradually decreas-
ing the channel width trapping the CTC in gap while blood cells passes through.
This method also facilitates release of captured cell by reversing the flow direction
for subsequent downstream analysis [172]. Although, filtration based separation
of CTC provide high throughput processing of whole blood, the filter often suf-
fer from the clogging hinders the performance of the separation. Moreover, CTC
might escape from trapping onto the filters due to the heterogeneity in the CTC
deformability and size.

4.2.1.2 Deformability

Deformability has been utilized as a physical parameter to distinguish CTC from
normal blood cells. Alteration in the cell cytoskeleton during the normal develop-
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ment of cell determines the deformability of cells [173]. CTC are known to undergo
transient changes during their life span accommodating changes in their cytoplas-
mic content and cytoskeleton, and ratio of nucleus to cytoplasm (N/C) might vary
greatly in different cancer types. Several studies have shown that more the de-
formability of the CTC, higher the metastatic potential. Recently, Gossett et. al.,
measured the deformability of cells at a throughput of ≈2000 single cells per sec-
ond using hydrodynamic shearing forces and established a mechanical phenotyping
procedure of CTC that can serve as a mechanical biomarker [234]. Despite single
CTC deformation, CTC-cluster was shown to undergo deformation and capable
of transiting through narrow blood vessels [139]. Three dimensional conical shape
micro-filter has also been developed for separation of CTC based on deformabil-
ity [176]. In general, deformability provides some insights about few properties of
CTC. However, comprehensive studies are required to understand the correlation
between cell rigidity and functionality of CTC in relation with metastasis.

4.2.1.3 Deterministic later displacement

Deterministic later displacement (DLD) is a hydrodynamic based separation method
first demonstrated by Huang and coworkers, the particles or cells are separated
based on their size under laminar flow condition through a microchannel consist of
array of pillars specifically arranged to precisely control the trajectory of particles
or cells and follows a ‘Zigzag‘ mode [177]. Also described the total flux through
each gap can be divide into n=1/ε, Where ε is row fraction, a ratio of horizontal
distance shifted /array period λ, n is a whole number Figure 4.3. In DLD, separa-

Figure 4.3: DLD pillar arrangement (adapted from [177])

tion of larger particles does not rely on the diffusion rather depends on the particle
critical size that follow different predominant paths through an array post arranged
with critical diameter such that particles larger than the critical diameter colloid
with the adjacent array and shift their path to the adjacent streamline, while the
smaller particles stay in the streamline [178]. Notably, main hurdle for application
of DLD is its low throughput because of high resistance induced by closely packed
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posts/pillars and clogging of device at high particle or cells concentrations. Sev-
eral different type of pillar/posts shape was reported to reduce the drawbacks of
DLD [182]. Loutherbach designed a triangular array post and altered the symmetry
flow prolife with different critical diameter to reduce the resistance and to avoid
clogging, and a high-throughput separation of 106 cancer cells from spiked blood
samples at 10 ml/min with 85% efficiency, while not affecting the cell viability [183].
Liu et .al, integrated the triangular post DLD [184] together with immunocapture
for high throughput separation of CTC and achieved 1500 fold enrichment at 9.6
ml/min [185]. To achieve better CTC separation, factors such as critical diameter,
post size, post shape, array geometry and edge corrections and position of inlet and
outlets should to taken into consideration while designing the DLD device.

4.2.1.4 Inertial Microfluidics

As described in the beginning of this chapter, the non- linear term in the Navier-
Stokes equation, the fluid inertia is often neglected in microfluidics. However, when
the Re�1 the inertial effects should be taken into consideration. Typically, inertial
microfluidics works at an intermediate Re(1<Re<1000) where the inertial effects
are finite.
Segre and Silberberg showed already in 1962, that neutrally buoyant particles in
a Poiseuille flow through a cylindrical channel finds the equilibrium position 0.3
times the diameter of the pipe from the axis [186,187]. Under these conditions the
inertial effects cannot be neglected and the Navier-Stokes equation 4.2 is not time
reversible anymore. Saffman supported the existence of equilibrium position and
indicated the effect of inertia and the tube walls should be considered to have a
defined position of particles in the poiseuille flow [192]. Lift forces on the particles
were first directly addressed by Cox and Benner and they observed the domina-
tion of viscous forces over inertial forces when Re� α, where α is the ratio of
particle size to the characteristics channel length. [188] Ho and Leal computed the
lift forces on the particle in flow considering the channel wall and also defined the
particle Reynolds number Rep=α2. [189, 190] where α=( a

Dh
), a=particle size and

Dh=characteristics length of channel.

In microfluidic, the parabolic velocity profile of the flow causes the particles to move
towards the wall due to the shear gradient induced lift forces FL, [189,191,194] and
at the same time the wall induced asymmetry in the wake vorticity field [193] pushes
the particle away from the wall and the net repulsive force balance the particles
driving them to an equilibrium position [194, 195]. Analytical expression derived
by Asmolov explaining the magnitude of lift forces on particles at higher Reynolds
number provided a useful insight for lateral migration of particles (Rep � 1) [191],
Figure 4.4.

FL = ρ.Uc.a
4

D2
h

fa(Re, Xa) (4.7)
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Figure 4.4: Inertial forces on particles in a laminar flow

Where ρ is the density of fluid, Uc
Dh

=shear rate , fa is the lift coefficient which is a
function of channel Reynolds number (Re) independent of particle and the position
of particle with in the cross section of channel Xa. Using finite numerical simulation
Dicarlo et.al., scaled the lift force by considering the stokes drag Fd=3πµaUp,
Where Up= particle migration velocity and assuming close to channel wallα �1
[196].

Up = ρ.U2
c .a

3

3.π.η.D2
h

fc(Re, Xa) (4.8)

and showed the net lift forces
FL ≈

ρ.U2
c .a

3

D2
h

(4.9)

at channel center line
FL ≈

ρ.U2
c .a

6

D4
h

(4.10)

Position of the uniformly distributed particles in a rectilinear flow varies with cross-
section channel geometry and the Re. At a channel aspect ratio (heightwidth )=1 the
particles are arranged in four equilibrium position facing each wall Figure 4.5, due
to the balance between FL and FW and by varying the aspect ratio to 0.5 the
focusing position can be reduced to two equilibrium position focused wider face of
the channel because of the blunt velocity profile makes the shear gradient forces
higher toward height and weaker with width causing particles to focuses into two
position facing middle of the wall top and bottom [200]. By controlling the aspect
ratio of the channel Zhou et al varied the position of particles focusing in two
stages, in the first stage particles are focused half the height of the channel and at
low aspect ratio down the channel causes the particle to focused into center of top
and bottom [197]. Single particle focusing position of different sized particles can be
obtained by varying the aspect ratio of channel and orthogonally reducing height to
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induce secondary flow causing particle train to follow in single position [201].As an
application of inertial forces in the straight channel, the later migration of cells in
the straight channels was exploited to perform cytopathological sample preparation
[204,205] and Hur et.al., with high aspect ratio parallel channels developed an on-
chip flow cytometry and analyzed 1 million cells per second [206].

Figure 4.5: Inertial focusing of particles in A) Circular B) Square and C) Rect-
angular cross-section microfluidic channel, arrow indicate the flow direction

Inertial focusing in curved microchannel

Changing the channel geometry to a curved or a spiral shape, causes the fluid
flow to create counter rotating secondary flow. First theoretical explanation was
given by Thomsom.J, that due to the channel curvature the higher pressure gradi-
ent occurs to balance the centrifugal forces on the fluid at the outer wall and weaker
at the inner wall, while small pressure gradient is required to balance the centrifu-
gal forces at the top and bottom walls of the channel. As a result, secondary flow
will be developed in which the fluid move top and bottom towards inner wall and
the faster moving fluid near the central axis pushes the fluid outwards. Therefore
faster moving liquid transported at the outer wall reduces fluid transported at the
inner wall creating two stagnation point of secondary flow at the inner walls. [207]
See Figure 4.6. Other researchers made experimental investigation, and W.R Dean
provided theoretical analysis of secondary flow for incompressible fluid in steady
flow and expanded the velocity and pressure as a forth power series of curvature
of axis of the pipe [208,209]. Later H.M.Cuming showed the dependency of aspect
ratio on the flow intensity and found secondary flow reduces greatly for small aspect
ratio channel, while for infinitely large pipe the secondary flow diminishes [211].

De = Re

√
Dh

2R (4.11)
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Figure 4.6: Inertial focusing of cells in curved microchannel. Curvature induces
the secondary vortices and the cells are focused towards the inner wall of the chan-
nel. Arrows indicates the inertial forces acting on cells

R=radius of curvature of channel and curvature ratio is given by δ = Dh

2R and the
magnitude of secondary flow velocity (Ud) scale as 4.12.

Ud = D2
e .η

Dh.ρ
(4.12)

and for a given De the average dean velocity was formulated by Ookawara
et.al [210]

Ud = 1.8 ∗ 104.D
1.63
e (4.13)

Particles in curved channel experience both the inertial forces and drag from the
secondary forces and assuming stokes drag the dean forces FD can be derived, given
by the equation 4.14. [196]

FD = ρ.U2
c .a.D

2
h.R

−1 (4.14)

and balance between these force cause the particle to find its equilibrium positions.
Dean drag force contributes to reduce the number of position, while balanced in-
ertial forces causes particle focused and the ratio of inertial lift force to dean drag
force (Rf) can be used to the predicted the behavior of particle focusing [194,196].
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Rf = FL
FD
≈ 1
δ
.( a

Dh
)3.Rne , (n < 0) (4.15)

When Rf � 1 the dean drag dominates and the particles are mixed in the flow, Rf
� 1 then the inertial lift forces dominate causes the particles focus independent of
dean flow and at Rf ≈ 1 the particles are focused at equilibrium position that can be
modified by secondary flow and Rf intermediate start at > ≈ 0.04 [196]. Although,
the Rf value of >0.04 provides a guideline to achieve focusing, it does not necessary
include the transient nature of dean flow or the variation in the cross-section of
the forces that are required for predicting the equilibrium positions. Furthermore,
the strong dependency on size and the channel characteristic length significantly
influence the particle focusing that is, particles are focused when the a

Dh
>0.07 and

below this value the particles are not focused because of dependency of migration
third power of (a/Dh) and the dean drag became much higher, causing particle mix-
ing [196]. In addition, separation of particle using dean drag forces mainly depends
on the drag forces on the particle and the balance of this drag force with the shear
induced lift forces that scales with ≈ a3. However, Zhou and Papautsky showed
that FL ≈ a2 using two-stage migration model, supporting saffman results [197]
and 3D holography model, theoretical calculation, and numerical simulation by
Hood et al showed direct measurement of inertial migration velocity and reported
that there is no simple universal scaling law exist for inertial forces on particle
size [198, 199]. Study of 3dimensional motion in the cylindrical channels and spi-
ral geometry is still an active area of research to understand the underlying physics.

Application of dean vortices was first exploited using twisted wires for mixing [212]
and curved microchannels were later used for fluid mixing in planar channels and
spiral channels [213–215]. Blattert and co-workers, using a 90 blend circular mi-
crochannels to separate plasma from blood cells, demonstrated first use of secondary
flow for bioparticle separation. Two separate studies used the spiral microfluidic
device for mixing and separation of particles from fluid suspension. [216, 217]. By
employing the secondary dean forces, differential focusing and separation of par-
ticles can be achieved in spiral microfluidic device [219, 220]. The use of curved
channels for particles or cells separation enables large volume processing of biolog-
ical samples continuous without being affected by clogging of channels from the
particles and cells.

CTC enrichment platforms were developed using secondary flow together with in-
ertial force. A label-free separation of CTC platforms was developed to facilitated
the error free down stream processing of CTC and culture of isolated cells [224].
Several research groups used this phenomenon to develop sheathless focusing of bio
particles and separation [220–222]. Hou et.al., used a simple spiral microchannel
and with sheath flow separated the CTC with an efficiency of 85%. [223] While,
Sun et al used in-out double spiral to enrich cancer cells at high throughput [221].
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Typically, in microfluidics sample volume processed is limited from few microliters
to milliliters, a large volume could be processed continuously, however, time con-
suming. Warkiani et.al., developed a three-layered spiral microdevice processing
7.5ml of blood in 10 min for effective CTC isolation [224]. A novel trapezoidal
shape microchannel were developed by Guan et.al., to improve the performance of
spiral device and later demonstrated 80% separation of CTC [225]. Clearbridge
Biomedical technologies has successfully commercialized the CTC separation appli-
cation using curved channel microdevice.

Contraction and Expansion structures in straight channels

Apart from spiral channel design, several other channel geometries were devel-
oped for CTC isolation. Utilizing the contraction expansion structures in straight
channel together with sheath flow Park group showed the single stream particle
focusing and later developed two side contraction expansion array without sheath
flow for separation of particles, plasma, cancer cells and blood cells [226,227]. Fluid
flowing at the contraction and expansion induces the secondary rotating flow which
causes the large particles to be influenced largely by the inertial lift forces while
the smaller particles are dominated by the dean drag force causing them to focus
on the opposite side allowing the separation of bioparticles based on size.

Shelby et.al., reported for the first time horizontal microvortices formation using
a diamond shaped cavity in a straight microchannel, later used to control and ro-
tation of single cells in those cavities [228] which was used by Dicarlo group to
demonstrated a ‘centrifuge-on-a-chip’ concept by developing a high aspect ratio
rectangular symmetric contraction and expansion microchannels for separation of
particles and CTC from whole blood [229, 230]. Larger CTC experience larger
lateral forces causing them to rotate stably into the rectangular reservoirs, while
other blood cells follow the main fluid stream, 7,5ml of blood can be processed in
20 min using this device and later demonstrated the clinical use by detecting CTC
in all the samples with 4 breast and 8 cancer lung patients with less contamination
from the leukocytes [231] and contraction expansion were also used to performed
cytological and cytogenetic analysis in conjunction with CTC isolation [232].

Serpentine channels

Although, spiral channels provide good separation of particles and cells, the par-
allelization to scale up the separation process is challenging. Serpentine channels
require smaller footprint enables the easy parallelization with much shorter length
due to the assistance of secondary flow. Previously, serpentine channels were showed
to focus particles into a single stream, which have been used to develop deforma-
bility based flow cytometer [233–235] cell ordering and recently, Ozkumur et.al.,
used serpentine channel in the CTC-iChip for precise ordering of bead labeled and
non-labeled cells for further separation with magnetophoresis [236].
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Factor effecting inertial separation

Inertial focusing mainly depends several factors such as channel shape, aspect ra-
tio, length, particle size, shape, density, deformability, concentration, flow rate and
fluid properties [239]. Usually, the particle density is considered to be equal to
that of fluid, however, in cell based separation and water treatment application the
density might vary and it that case the centrifugal forces also be considered for
curved channels [238, 239]. Shape of the particle and deformability of particle also
effect the equilibrium position. We have observed during the experiments that the
cells and particles of same size does not behave the same, cells usually find their
equilibrium at Re relatively lower than the particles. It has also been shown that for
deformable particles the equilibrium position lies close to the center of the channels
in straight microchannels. Particle rotation is another factor which is less studies
because some numerical and theoretically studies showed no significant effect on
migration although in inertial focusing the rotation rate will be high in the range of
kilohertz [239]. Inter particle spacing is another factor difficult to measure, which
are evenly spaced and ordered in inertial induced equilibrium position and particles
concentration greatly influence the particle focusing, therefore using whole blood in
inertial focusing is challenging, which demands dilution [239]. Channel length also
influence particle focusing and Dicarlo et.al., formulated length required for lateral
equilibrium position for straight channel [200].

Lf = π.η.h2

ρ.Uc.a2.fL
(4.16)

Lateral equilibrium positions (Lf) h is the channel width in the direction to the
of the particles migration. However, Ciftlik et al showed that inertial focusing
is independent of length provided sufficient pressure is applied and derived the
equation 4.17 [241].

Pf (a) = π.η2

FL.ρ.a2 .(1 + W

H
).(W

a
)k (4.17)

Where k changes from 0 to 3 depends on the particle position Xa in the channel,
and the Eq 4.17 is valid for channel length L� height and width of the channel, also
if ∆P>Pf(a) then the particles will be focused. In straight channel the particles are
focused at an intermediate Re, at a high flow rate the particles are focused close to
the wall, further increase in the flow rate causes the particle to move towards center
which is not explained properly till today. Particle size also significant in inertial
focusing a

Dh > 0.07 as the inertial forces dominate more on the large particles
while less on the smaller particles [196]. Inertial focusing position greatly depends
on the fluid properties and the behavior of the particles changes in Newtonian and
non-Newtonian fluids.
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4.2.1.5 Elasto-Inertial Microfluidics

Fluids can be broadly classified into Newtonian and Non-Newtonian. In Newtonian
fluid the stress component is linear with respect to rate of deformation, while stress
component is non-linear with respect to rate of deformation in Non-Newtonian
fluid [242]. A fluid can be purely viscous, where stress is non-linear with no history
of deformation and in viscoelastic fluid stress is non-linear but depends on the
history of deformation, they are also called memory fluids [242]. Microfluidics
was used to study the effects of polymer and the fluid vice versa. Usually the
non-linear term in the Navier-Stokes equation is neglected at Re≈ 0, however in
viscoelastic fluid the non-linear should be considered due to fluid complexity. Fluid
stress tensor having both from solvent and polymer given by τ = τp + τ s and total
viscosity (η)=ηs+ηp. Considered an example of Giesekus model the τ can be given
by following equation

τp + λτ̀p + αλ

η
(τp.τp) + τp = ηp[∇u+ (∇u)T ] (4.18)

Where τp=polymer stress tensor, ηp=polymer viscosity, τ̀ (symbol on τ) is the
upper convected derivative,λ=polymer relaxation time. In 1946, Weissenberg de-
scribed the phenomenon of rod climbing of polymer solution called as weissenberg
effect.

Wi = λγ̇ (4.19)

When Wi number is small there will be small perturbations to the equilibrium, since
the polymer relaxes much before the fluid can deform it significantly, and at Wi=1,
polymer deform significantly since no time for polymer to relax [243]. For a rect-
angular channel average shear rate is Uc/(H/2), then Wi=2λUc/H,= 2Qλ/HW 2,
where Q is the volumetric flow rate. Another dimensionless number is Deborah
number which considers the flow time characteristics and is given by De=λ/flow
time.

Viscoelastic fluidics exhibits anisotropic normal stress in a shear flow. Quadratic
term shear rate given by λη(U c/Dh)2and the inertial stress ρU2

c therefore the elastic
number is a ratio of De/Re

EI = λη2

ρD2
h

(4.20)

When the EI�1 the inertial stress dominates and EI�1 the fluid elastic stress
dominates and at EI≈1 both the inertial and fluid elastic can be compared. EI
mainly depends on the channel geometry and fluid material properties [243].

In a shear flow three different normal stresses exists in flow direction, gradient
direction and vorticity direction, normal to each other, give rise to two normal
stress difference N1andN2. [244]
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N1(γ̇) = τxx − τyy = ψ1(γ̇)γ̇2 (4.21)
N2(γ̇) = τyy − τzz = ψ2(γ̇)γ̇2 (4.22)

Where ψ1andψ2 are stress co-efficient and x,y,z represents the direction. Ost-
wald de waele model or power law mode provides a simple quantitative and semi-
quantitative description for elastic fluids explaining the relation between shear stress
and shear rate.

τxy = m(γ̇yx)n (4.23)
where m and n are the fluid consistency co-efficient (empirical curve fitting param-
eters), and if n<1 then the fluid is considered shear thinning fluid, n=1 Newtonian
fluid and n>1 shear thickening fluid.

Particle migration in viscoelastic fluid

In a pressure driven flow of viscoelastic fluid, migration of particles is principally
governed by viscosity of the fluid, inertia, elasticity of fluid and the normal stress,
which induces the secondary flow [245]. Ho and Leal predicted the lateral migra-
tion of particles in second order fluid (refer to fluid with characteristic memory
time scale) caused by the difference in the normal stress (N1) [246], which pushes
the particles toward the low normal stress difference. In a rectangular cross section
channel the normal stress are generated near the four walls creating a gradient
with minimal normal stress at the corner and in the middle of the channel. [246]
In Ostwald-B fluid the migration of particles depends on the Reynolds number
and elasticity number that drives the particle to the equilibrium position [247] and
similar observation made at very low flow rate [248]. Leshansky et al experimen-
tal showed that the particles move toward the center and at the corner of the
rectangular channel at Re≈ 0 and migration dominated by elastic forces and par-
ticles are focused on a plane under negligible inertial condition and also suggested
FE = a3∇N1, which gives the elastic forced excreted on particles [249] Yang et al
, showed that by combining both the elastic and inertia of the viscoelastic fluid
the particles can be focused in the center [250]. This Elasto-inertial focusing was
observed at Re≈ 0− 10−1 and EL≈ 100 − 102.

Three dimensional numerical analysis and experimental work showed the dynam-
ics of particle focusing [251] in visco-elastic fluid flow and dependency of particle
entry [252,253]. Similarly, holography studies in circular and rectangular channels
and showed the influence of purely elastic fluid with little effect on shear velocity
and high shear thinning fluid, and also measured the effects of blockage ratio, flow
rate and analyzed dominate effects of viscous and inertial forces. [254, 255] Lim
et al showed particle focusing at the centerline of the channel at extremely high
Reynolds number and low elasticity number in the inertio-elastic fluid regime [256].
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Utilizing the phenomenon of elasto-inertial focusing separation of bioparticles were
demonstrated to extract platelets from RBC [253], separation of RBC based on
deformability [257] and bacteria from blood for sepsis diagnosis [258] in which the
bigger particles were focused at the center of the channel, while the smaller particles
not effected by the inertial and viscous force follow the fluid stream. Recently, Lee
at al combined both dean drag and elastic forces to differentially separate 1.5 and
10 µm particles at a flow rate of 13µl/min and predicted the scaling law [259].

FD
FE
≈ a2δR2

e

A∇N1D5
h

(4.24)

Which help to understand the equilibrium position of different sized particles. Nan
Xiang et al more recently showed the single line 3D focusing of particle in a curved
channel with a flow rate of 100µl/min and also showed focusing and defocusing
band [260]. In this thesis, we elaborate the work on Elasto-inertial focusing for
ordering of cells and particles for optical flow cytometer development. Also we
have developed a concept of extended Elasto-inertial focusing operating at high
Reynolds number.

Optofluidic

Optofluidic is an emerging research field that combines optical elements and mi-
crofluidic devices [13]. Flow cytometer is one of the essential tools used in clinical
for cellular analysis, sorting and counting of cells to diagnose diseases. Typically,
50.000 cells/s can be analyzed thorough the flow cytometer, which provides forward
and side scattering data of each cell or particle [261]. Main requirement for flow
cytometer is the ordering of cells for sequential analysis, which can achieved by
using sheath flow or . Despite of high sensitivity of the flow cytometer the systems
remains bulky, expensive and require trained personnel for operation, thus limit-
ing its use to centralized labs and core facilities. Optofluidic microflow cytometer
are gaining much more attention for the development of portable flow cytometer
for point of care diagnostics. Several group have developed microflow cytometer
in the utilizing the micro fabrication technology to integrate both fluidics and op-
tics. More complex structures were developed to focus the particles in 2D and
3D [262,263]. For the first time Irene Georgakoudi and co workers developed an in
vivo flow cytometer technique to study the circulating prostate cancer cells in mice
and rats [264].

4.3 Active Separation

Active separation consists of variety of methods that requires external physical
field such as acoustic streaming, electric field, magnetic and optical field, which
mainly rely on the particle or cells surface charges. Utilizing external field, DEP,
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Acoustophoresis and Optical stretching methods are developed for separation of
biomolecules, blood cells and CTC.

4.3.1 Dielectrophoresis
In dielectrophoresis, polarizable particles and cells behave as dipole, move in a non-
uniform electric field. Previously, it has been shown that cell membrane charge
alters during the tumorigenic and Becker et.al, examined the difference in dielectric
properties of blood cells and breast cancer cell lines MDA231 using electrorota-
tion and showed MDA231 had the membrane capacitance of (26±4.2 mF/m2) and
RBC (9±0.8 mF/m2) and T-cell (11±4.2mF/m2) [265,266]. Later Qiao et.al., used
impedance spectroscopy measurement technique and showed the difference in cy-
toplasm membrane capacity and cell conductivity between cancer cell at different
stages of breast cancer, and both the studies suggested the use of dielectric proper-
ties of for cell separation [267]. Cell membrane potential, conductivity, permeabil-
ity morphology, cell phenotype and surrounding media cells can exhibit difference
polarizable behavior against applied electric frequency [99, 266]. Dielectrophoreis
forces are proportional to the gradient field strength and also depends on the local
focus field and show greater dependence on particle size and dielectric medium as
given by [268].

FDEP = 2πa3εmK
c∇|Eo|2 (4.25)

Where Kc = εc−εm

εc+2εm
is real part of Clausius Mossotti factor and εc is the permit-

tivity of cell and εm suspending medium, Eo=electricfield strength.

Cells or polarizable particles in a highly varying electric field experience forces and
move either along the field gradient (positive pDEP) or against (negative nDEP)
based on its dielectric properties [269]. Two different strategies used for cells sepa-
ration using DEP migration and retention. First strategy depends on the crossover
frequency in which the particles/cells response changes from nDEP to pDEP de-
pending on cell conductivity and surrounding medium, which was first demon-
strated by Giddings et.al., in Field-Flow Fractionation(FFF) [270]. There are two
types of DEP that use alternative current-DEP (Ac-DEP) and direct current-DEP
(Dc-DEP). AC-DEP mainly relies on the microelectrodes [271], while Dc-insulator
DEP uses DC potential at the outlets and inlets of microfluidic device to create
a non-uniform electric field to induce dielectrophoresis. Park et.al., integrated the
Ac-DEP and hydrodynamic forces to separate the particles in a laminar flow [226].
Hu et. al., developed DEP-activated cell sorting (DACS) for separation of rare
bacterial cell tagged with particles and demonstrated a high throughput separation
of 10,000 cells/sec, similar to Flow cytometer [272]. Apocell first commercialized
the CTC separation method, which uses the DEP-FFF and validates with clinical
samples [273] Silicon technologies developed DEP-array system for manipulation
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of Single CTC and for subsequent cell genetic analysis using the retention, second
DEP strategy [274]. Although, the DEP method facilitates the separation of dead
and live cells, it doesn’t show high selectivity and also at increased voltage of above
0.12 MV/m irreversibly damages the RBC [275].

4.3.2 Acoustofluidics
Aristotle a Greek philosopher was the first to claim sound travels in air and the
quality do not change as it travel. It was in 1640 a French mathematician Marin
Mersenne recorded the speed of sound with an error of 10% what is known to-
day. Twenty years later, Robert Boyel determined that the sound travel through a
medium and in 1800 Joseph Fourier showed sound waves travel, periodically [276].
Ernst Chladni, was the first to explain the acoustic streaming concept [277] in
1809 and later August Kundth showed detailed motion of particles associated in
a standing sound waves [278]. Australian physicist Christian Doppler formulated
the equation to calculate the frequency of wave, which explains the frequency of
wave lowers over distance with respect to the observer and coined the term Doppler
effect. In 1971 Mary Dyson was the first to show the flow of blood can be stopped
in chicken embryo using ultrasound [280]. It was Hawkes and Coakley work on
ultrasonic manipulation in small fluid devices opened the field for particle and cell
manipulation in microfluidics [279] and today a plethora of application can be found
that uses ultrasound.

Ultrasound standing waves

Sound is a mechanical wave, which requires a medium for its propagation; in fluids
propagation can be seen as compression and refraction. Ultrasound sound wave is
the sound wave with a frequency that exceeds the upper level of human hearing 20
kHz and in this thesis work frequency used ranges between 1-5 MHz. Ultrasonic
standing waves provides a simple means for sample preparation in the microfluidic
system, which includes separation, concentration, trapping, removal, aggregation
and focusing of particles and cells. A standing wave is generated when an incident
wave and a reflected wave with same amplitude and frequency interacts (superposi-
tion) in opposite direction see Figure 4.7, In one dimensional state, the displacement
field can be represented by Eq 4.26 for incident wave in positive direction and Eq
4.27 for reflected wave in negative direction [281].

L1(x, t) = L0sin(kx− ωt) (4.26)
L2(x, t) = L0sin(kx+ ωt) (4.27)

Summation of Eq 4.26 and Eq 4.27 gives total displacement field

Ltotal(x, t) = 2Locos(ωt)sin(kx) (4.28)
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Where k= 2π
Λ wave number, Λ is wavelength, ω=2πf angular frequency,f frequency

, 2Lo=displacement amplitude. x=nΛ
4 , with n=0,1,2... the locations at which the

amplitude zero because of lack in pressure fluctuation that is node, at the location
x=nΛ

2 , with n=1,3,5 ... where the amplitude is maximum due the pressure maxima
and minima is antinode, see Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: A schematic picture of a plane harmonic one-dimensional standing
wave inside a resonator cavity, the normalized pressure field with node at x = λ

4

Considering acoustic pressure field P(x,t)

P (x, t) = −K∂L(x, t)
∂x

(4.29)

Where K is the bulk modulus of material and by combing the Eq 4.28 and Eq 4.29
the standing wave can be described in pressure term as

Ptotal = pocos(ωt)cos(kx) (4.30)

Where po = 2KkLo = Pmax. Standing waves can be generated by continuous
reflection of traveling wave, which demands a high sound reflection R co-efficient
reflector material and the refection co-efficient for known impedance of material
and the characteristic acoustic impedance consists of speed of sound and density of
material. [281]

Rc = z2 − z1

z2 + z1
(4.31)

where, R is reflection with regard to amplitudes (L and P), z1 and z2 are the
acoustic impendence of first and second medium and the transmission co-efficient
can be given by T = 1 +Rc

4.3.2.1 Acoustic radiation forces

In 1934 King analyzed the acoustic field force on an incompressible particle and
later Yoisoka and Kawasima analyzed the forces for compressible particles in 1955,
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which was summarized by Gorkov in 1962. [281]

There are two types of acoustic radiation forces primary and secondary radiation
forces. The primary radiation force, which is usually dominant and the secondary
radiation force (known as Bjerknes force), which is seen more in particle-particle in-
teraction. The exerted force from the acoustic radiation field on the particles (cells
or beads) can drive them to the pressure node or anti-node based on the density
and compressibility of those particles relative to the suspending medium [282].
Acoustic radiation forces on a incompressible particle with volume (V)= 4πr3

3 assuming
the particle size is smaller than the wavelength of standing wave. The expression for
the time averaged force potential U on a spherical particle with radius r is obtained
by Gor’Kov (U)

U = V (f1Ep −
3
2f2Ek) (4.32)

Where Ep and Ek is the time averaged potential and kinetic energy densities given
by

Ep = < p2 >

2ρm, c2m
(4.33)

Ek = ρm < v2 >

2 (4.34)

Here the < p2 > and < v2 > are the mean-square fluctuations pressure and velocity
acoustic field, where the object is located, ρm and cm is the density and speed of
sound of the surrounding suspension medium. The compression factor f1 and f2
density factor given by

f1 = 1− ρmc
2
m

ρc2
(4.35)

f2 = 2(ρ− ρm)
2ρ+ ρm

(4.36)

where ρ and c is the density and speed of sound of the particle.
General expression for acoustic radiation force [281] is given by
FPRF=−∇Uac

= 4πr3

3 [f1
< p2 >

2ρm, c2m
− f2

3ρm < v2 >

4 ] (4.37)

and to determine the FPRF for one dimensional condition the time average pressure
< p2 > is required, which can be calculated by Eq 4.28 and velocity < v2 > obtained
through previously mentioned displacement field Eq 4.30 and the Eq 4.37 can now
be written as
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FPRF = −∂U
∂x

(x)ex = 4πφ(ρmc
2
m

ρc2
,
ρ

ρm
)r3 1

K
Eacsin(2 1

K
x)ex (4.38)

where φ is the acoustic contrast factor and Eac= p2
0

4ρm c2
m

the acoustic density, ex is
the Cartesian unit vector in x -direction.
When the valve of φ> 0 then particles or cells will be arranged at the pressure node
and at φ<0 at the antinode.
Eq 4.38 gives the force on single particles, however in real experimental condition
several particles will be in the surrounding that will interacting with each other.
This give rise to secondary radiation forces and assuming one dimension standing
pressure wave in x-direction given by [281]

FSRF = 4πr6[ (ρ− ρm)2(3cos2θ − 1)
6ρmd4 v2(x)− ω2ρm( c− cm)2

9d2 p2(x)]ex (4.39)

Where d is the distance center-to-center distance between the particles and θ is the
angle between particles in the direction of the sound field.

4.3.2.2 Acoustophoresis

Acoustic forces are used for cell handling and separation as it provides precise
control over the cells without damaging the cell viability [283, 286]. Manipula-
tion of cells or particles mainly depends on density, size and compressibility. In
acoustophoresis an external transducer will be used to generate a standing ultra-
sonic wave across a microchannel that can be classified based on waves produced
as Bulk acoustic waves (BAW) and Surface acoustics waves (SAW) [288]. In bulk
acoustic waves the transducers are coupled to the microfluidics device in which the
applied acoustic wavelength matches the spatial dimension of the channel (usu-
ally, channels width is half the wavelength of standing wave length) and also the
material must have good acoustic refection properties [284, 287]. In microfluidic
setting, typically piezoelectric actuators are used to create the standing waves and
the most widely used piezoelectric material for ultrasound transducers is lead zir-
conate titanate PZT (P2Z6) transduces, typically mounted onto the top layer of
the microfluidic device using adhesives . Figure 4.8 shows a microfluidic channels
with transduced fixed onto the device, the bottom glass layer acts as a reflector.
PZT produces bulk standing waves and the wavelength λ is given by

Λ = c

f
(4.40)

Where Υ is the speed of sound, f is the actuator frequency.

In SAW the acoustic waves are generated along the surface of the microfluidic
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Figure 4.8: A microfluidic device with the PZT transducer vibrating with a high
frequency . Pressure node are formed matching the half the wavelength to the stand-
ing wave to the width of the channel forming pressure nodes and the particles are
focused

device using inter digital transducers, which allow for better control a wide range
of frequencies for different applications as it consumes low power and easy integra-
tion with microfluidics devices [288]. Both BAW [285] and SAW [289] were used
for much different application. Thomas Laurel group widely used BAW, initially
introduced free flow acoustophoresis [283] showed the differential separation of dif-
ferent sized beads and also used for BAW for separation of RBC, lymphocytes and
granulocytes [290], CTC [291] in different studies. Cancer cells separation with
much less contamination as low as 1% was reported with 85% recovery of cancer
cells [292]. This group used multistage device for separation and concentration of
cells simultaneously [292, 293]. Yang and Soh used BAW to separate viable and
dead cells with high efficiency [294]. Recently, Peng Li demonstrated high through-
put separation of CTC using a tilted-angle SSAW 20% higher than the previously
reported separation efficiency using SSAW [295]. Although, acoustophoresis pro-
vide great control over separation, the throughput is limited and also system are
clogged easily, when complex biological fluids are used at higher concentrations.

4.3.3 Microbubbles as acoustic contract agents

In late 1960, Gramiak and Shaw discovered the contrast effect of microbubbles
and in 1990 FDA approved the use of microbubbles for echocardiography [296].
Recently, microbubbles are emerging as an important contrasting factor agent for
ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging and also as a carrier for target drug
delivery [297]. Typically, the size of the microbubbles vary between 2-6 µm and
the structure of the microbubbles consists of gas core and a shell composed of
surfactants, lipids, proteins, polymers or combination of these materials [297] as
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shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Gas filled microbubble and the shell consists of either, protein, sur-
factant, lipids or in combinations

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) microbubbles are water soluble, biodegradable and bio-
compatible, widely used as an ultrasound contrast agent. Cavalieri et.al., devel-
oped a method for producing PVA shelled microbubbles by crosslinking the acidic
solution of telechelic PVA at air-water interface during high-speed stirring [298].
The functional group present of the PVA facilitates bioconjugation of biomolecules
for different biomedical application. In this thesis, we have used PVA shelled mi-
crobubbles modified with streptavidin to deposit EpCAM antibodies for cancer
cells capture and by utilizing the ultrasound contrast factor of these microbubbles,
cancer cells tagged with microbubbles were separated under acoustofluidics forces.

4.4 Affinity Separation

Affinity based separation provides a powerful repertoire for cell based separation
using bioaffinity molecules such as antibodies, peptides, aptamers, nanobodies, af-
fibodies and DARPin. Normally, bioaffinity based cell separation method mainly
rely on targeting cell surface markers. Separation of CTC from whole blood based
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on affinity separation employs two different strategies positive enrichment and neg-
ative enrichment techniques. In positive enrichment of CTC, bioaffinity molecules
are targeted against the surface marker on the CTC such as EpCAM, while deplet-
ing other blood cells, in negative selection bioaffnity molecules are targeted against
blood cells leucocytes using CD45 marker and CTC are separated from blood.

Figure 4.10: Structure of Antibody

Antibodies

Antibodies are targeted against cell surface marker on CTC. The research on
antibodies led to four Nobel prizes. It was the phenomenon work published by
Berlin Emil Von Behring and Shibasabura Kitasato in December 1890, reported
serum from an immunized animal against diphtheria was transferred to animal with
diphtheria curved the disease, which was one of the major milestone in immunol-
ogy [299]. In 1987, Paul Ehrlich a bacteriologist proposed the side chain theory of
immunity, later coined the term receptor for side chain, in his theory he suggested
all cells express receptors will produce antibodies and single cells express multiple
receptor [299]. However, his theory was later proven to be incorrect. Later, in 1948
Astrid Fagreaus showed that specific types of cell in blood, the B cell produces an-
tibodies [300], soon Fran Burnet and David Talmage proposed the clonal selection
theory [301] and the first molecular structure of antibody was elucidated separately
by Gerald Edelman and Rodney Porter [302]. Breakthrough in antibody research
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was when Georges Kohler and Cesar Milstein developed the hybridoma technology
to produce monoclonal antibodies, which is considered to be a milestone in im-
munology [303].

Antibodies (immunoglobulin(Ig)) are Y shaped protein consists of a heavy chain
and a variable chain as shown in Figure 4.10. Hyper mutation and recombination in
the variable region during B cell development leads to the generation of diversified
antibodies with wide range of specificities [304], and based on the heavy chain type
the antibodies are classified as IgG, IgA, IgM, IgE and IgD, all of them play a vital
role in proper function of immune system to identify and neutralize the invading
pathogens into the body. Specific binding of antibody and antigen is mediated by
the two fragment antigen-binding (Fab) region consist of three hyper loop variable
called as complementary determining regions (structural conformation and non-
covalent interaction between antigen determine the specificity of binding )and the
Fragment crystalizing (Fc) interacts with to cell surface receptors and complement
pathway [304]. High selectivity and specificity of antibodies are exploited for differ-
ent biochemical application in proteomics and diagnostics. In context, antibodies
can be classified into polyclonal and monoclonal. Polyclonal antibodies are mixture
of different antibody clones, recognizes a combination of various linear and confor-
mational epitopes, while monoclonal antibodies are specific to one type of epitope
on an antigen [303].

4.4.1 Immuno capture of CTC
Henry et al was first to demonstrate the use of antibodies on beads for cell separa-
tion they used azophenyl beta lactoside (N2Phlac) coated polyacrylamide antibody
to isolate a population of lymphocytes from unimmunized mice [305]. In 1986,
T.Lea used magnetic monodispersed polymer particles to isolate mononuclear cells
from peripheral blood [306]. Magnetic affinity cell sorting (MACS) separation later
developed by Parttis et al to separate differential expression neural cell adhesion
molecule [307]. In 1998, Racila for the first time developed positive enrichment
CTC from blood using GA73.3 EPCAM antibody deposited magnetic particles,
initially developed by Immunicon, later taken over by CellSearch system and is the
only FDA approved CTC separation till today [308] and CTC are confirmed by
immuno staining for Cytokeratin 8,18,19, nuclear staining DAPI and CD45- , this
method is considered to be the gold standard in CTC enrichment. Cells with maker
EpCAM+/CK+/CD45- were defined to be CTC [309].

Despite the ambiguities in selecting makers, several research groups and compa-
nies developed the EpCAM based positive cell separation. AdnaTest developed by
Adnagen AG, utilized cocktail of antibodies EpCAM, MUC-1 and Adnatest Breast
deposited on the magnetic for specific cancer types, and CTC lysed for RT-PCR
analysis to test the expression of GA733-2, MUC-1 and Her2. The presence of one
of these marker to define CTC and this system showed better sensitivity compared
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to CellSearch system [312]. MACS developed by Miltenyi et.al., developed a plastic
device consist of steel wool that can be magnetized to capture nanoparticle (10-85
nm) coated CTC [313]. An Automated system was developed by MagSweeper for
large volume processing up to 9ml/hour and system can be scaled by employing
parallel magnetic rods controlled by single automated system, this system provides
a highly pure CTC suitable for subsequent downstream analysis [314].

Magnetic bead based cell separation involve magnetic forces, which is proportional
to the local gradient field and the magnetic properties of the particle given by [315]

Fmag = 2πa3(ζp − ζm)
3µo

∇|B|2 (4.41)

Where ζp and ζm are the magnetic susceptibility of particle and medium respec-
tively, µ0 is the permeability, B is the magnetic flux density.

Miniaturization led to the development of microfluidic device and the magnetic
bead based separations were combined together for efficient cell separation. Nor-
mally, the magnetic forces are applied normal to the flow direction to deviate par-
ticles into different path and the main challenge is to create a strong homogenous
magnetic field. Inglis et al developed a ferromagnetic nickel stripes embedded into
the microfluidic device to create a magnetic trap to separate magnetic bead tagged
leukocytes beads whole blood [178]. Microdevice combined with magnetic bead
based enrichment of CTC have been developed, Kang et al showed 90% capture
efficiency of CTC using 2.8 µm beads tagged to CTC with an optimized flow rate
of 1.2ml/min using NdFeB N52 permanent magnets. [317] Combination both mi-
crofliter and magnetic field applied at the edge of the pore to separate magnetically
labeled CTC. [318] A magnetic beads based post array chip (Ephesia chip) was
developed using micro contact printing promoting self-assemble of antibody coated
48,000 posts for sorting CTC with a flow rate greater than 3ml/hour [319]. Recently,
Mehmet Toner group combined three different technologies to develop CTC-iChip
consist of DLD for separation of RBC, inertial microfluidics for ordering of mag-
netically labeled and non-labeled cells and magnetic field to divert the trajectory of
labeled cells for CTC enrichment and the method offer possibility of separating CTC
either by positive selection or negative selection and processing sample at 8ml/h,
this method is licensed by Janssen Diagnostics for further development [236, 320].
IsoFlux (Fluxion Biosciences) and LiquidBiopsy (Cyvenio) are the two commercial
systems that use microfluidic immunomagnetic separation for positive enrichment
of CTC [321]. While EasySep system (Stemcell Technologies) [184] and Quadrupole
Magnetic Separator (QMS) [323] using negative selection method by depleting mag-
netically labeled leukocytes enriching non-labeled CTC

Microfluidic surface based CTC capture

Microfluidic channels structure and microarray posts were designed and deposited
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with antibodies to enrich CTC from whole blood. A strong interaction between cells
and the surface-bound affinity capture molecules is required for optimal capture of
CTC, which demands an effective antibody immobilization process to create opti-
mum interaction between CTC and antibody. The typical, dissociation constant
for an antibody bound antigen ranges from 10−10mol/L to 10−9mol/L. However,
when the antibodies are immobilized this value reduces to 10−7mol/L [325]. Steric
hindrance caused due to the poor orientation of the immobilized antibody should
be taken in consideration, while immobilizing the antibodies to the microfluidic
surface. Another important factor that should be considered is the shear stress on
the cells caused due to the flow characteristics. Hele-Shaw flow cells Figure 4.11
, high aspect ratio device that exhibit stokes flow is typically used to analyze the
flow characteristics, and mapping of shear stress [324]

Figure 4.11: Hele-Shaw flow device

Several microfluidics surface-based CTC capture microdevice were developed in
last 10 years. In 2007, Sunitha Nagrath et.al., showed the CTC capture onto 78,800
antibody conjugated microposts inside a microchannel (CTC-chip) enabling CTC
isolation from whole blood with 50% purity, a large number of cells varying from
5 to more than 1000 cells were captured from cancer cells patient, which was not
possible with the CellSearch system [326]. Later geometric enhanced differential
immuno capture (GEDI) chip was developed with new design of posts facilitating
size dependent collision with posts to improve the purity [327]. OncoCEE from
Biocept use similar method to isolate CTC, which include panel of antibodies such
as Her2, MUC-1, EGFR, TROP-2 and N-cadherin [328].

Although the microposts based CTC isolation provides 200-fold increase in the
CTC enrichment, the fabrication of microposts is difficult and the fluidic resistance
is much high. To circumvent this issue HB-Chip was developed, which consists of
herringbone parallel channels, (herringbone structure in microchannels was orig-
inally developed for fluid mixing [329]) for high efficiency capture of CTC , by
flowing unprocessed whole blood at 4.8ml/hour, which will interact with both side
the antibody coated surface enhancing better CTC capturing, and with clinical
sample they could detect CTC in 14 patient out of 15 patients [330]. Geomet-
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rically enhanced mixing chip (GEM) was developed by Sheng et al, to improve
the contact between cells and surface at a flow rate of 3.6ml/h. [331] Yoon et.al.,
developed 58,957 patterned graphene oxide nanosheet onto gold surface modified
with antibodies to capture CTC at a flow rate of 1-3ml/min [218]. Steven A Soper
and co-workers developed a integrated sinusoidal channel structure with high par-
allelization of channels fabricated using hot embossing, channels were orchestrated
with EpCAM and Seprase/FAP alpha to isolate different CTC phenotypes, cap-
tured cells were released on enzymatic digestion and each cells were made to travel
through an impedance measurement for counting and finally stained and imaged
in another chamber of the device [332]. Later, 3dimensional biomimetic structure
such as nanowires, silicon-nanopillars, carbon nanotubes and branched polymer
(dendrimers) were developed to enhance the interaction between surface and the
cells surface, to increase the capture efficiency. [333]

Nonetheless, EpCAM provide better specificity, peptides and aptamers were de-
veloped against EpCAM cell surface marker. Pep10 peptide developed by Wang
group showed higher binding affinity of 1.98 x 10−9 mol/liter Kd than EpCAM
binding affinity Kd 2.69 x10−10 mol/liter and using Pep10 coated beads showed
90% capture efficiency and 93% purity in spiked cancer samples. [334] Aptamers
are another high affinity molecules used for CTC capture because of its high ther-
mal stability, low cost and easy modification. Aptamers coated onto microfluidics
showed better capture of CTC and slight change in the buffer condition facilitates
release [334].

Apart from immunomagnetic and surface based invitro method an invivo device
(CellCollector) developed by Gilupi Nanomedizin [335]. Cellcollector is a surgical
wire coated with gold surface, functionalized with EpCAM antibodies, inserted into
the vein of the cancer patient to capture CTC after 30 min capturing time. Cellcol-
lector showed successful capture of CTC from small lung cancer patient samples38.
Hongyan Zhang et al developed an invivo CTC capture method using antibody
modified vein-indwelling needle for CTC capture [336].

4.4.1.1 Self assembly

The term self-assembly refers to the agglomeration of macromolecules or macro-
scopic elements with one another through attracting and repulsive interactions.
Usually, the interacting forces are non covalent and relatively weak thus the inter-
action can be conveniently studies by minimizing total free energy [342].

Self-assembly is a natural phenomenon and are observed in nature such as col-
loids and in many bimolecular systems such as formation of lipid bilayer, folding
of nucleic acid and protein filament formation. Self-assembly of protein plays an
important role in cellular biophysical process.
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Layer-by-layer (LbL) technique is a simple self assembly procedure that can be
exploited to fabricate multilayer nano-architecture films, in a controlled fashion, on
solid substrates and it was first developed by R.K.Iler in 1965 [343] and later re-
viewed by Gero Decher in 1997 [344]. LbL is a sterically favored process repeated in
cycles to build multilayers of multicomponent films on solid surface. Typically the
LbL require charged polymer (polyelectrolytes) of opposite charge to build layered
thin films, assisted by electrostatic attraction between opposite charged molecules
or other specific molecular interactions. Different build methods such as immersion,
spray, spin-coating, and electromagnetic and fluidic assemblies enable formation of
LbL on wide range of different substrates Figure 4.12 [346].

Figure 4.12: Layer-by-Layer and different techniques used for LbL. Image adap-
ated from [346]

Normally, Gibbs free energy of adsorption determines the adsorption process, which
is given by

∆Gb = ∆H − T∆S (4.42)

Where ∆H is the enthalpy and ∆S is the entropy and T is the temperature. The
sign of the ∆G determines if the process is spontaneous or not, and for adsorption
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of polymer at the interface the Gibbs free energy is negative. It is not the scope
of my thesis to fully describe the underlying mechanisms for the adsorption and I
refer persons with interest of this to read other external sources [346]. However,
the adsorption typically do not change the enthalpy and therefore the entropy need
to increase to make the Gibbs free energy. The entropy is increased in the system
by either release of bound water molecules and or release of counter ions when the
polyelectrolytes are bound to the surface.

There is a wide range of different polyanions and polycations that can be used
in LbL formation. Polycation typically includes nitrogen that can be charged. Ex-
amples of polycations are
Poly(allylamine)[PAA], Poly(allylaminehydrochloride)[PAH], Polyaniline[PA],
Poly(ethylenimine)[PEI] Poly(L-lysine hydrobromide)[PL], Poly(dimethylamino) ethyl-
methacrylate[PMA], chitosan, Diethylaminoethyl dextran[DEAED] and proteins
like; Peroxidase and Horse hemoglobin. Polyanions can be of more divers chemical
groups and some examples are Poly(styrene sulfonate)[PSS], Poly(acrylic acid)[PAA],
biopolymers like alginate, cellulose and hyaluronic acid[HA].

The assembly process of LbL can be controlled by number of parameters including
ionic strength, pH, concentration, temperature, molecular weight, charge density
and solvent [345,346]. Notably, simple, robust, flexible and environmental friendly
LbL techniques have been used in different applications, such as sensor technol-
ogy, biomedicine, optics, energy, tissue engineering, separation and catalysis [349],
coating of wood surface, antibacterial fiber coating [347], for drug delivery, surface
modification and fire retardant fabric. [348].However, the application is limited to
research setting to small scale, demanding technological and methodological inno-
vations are needed to scale up to the industrial scale.

Memhet Toner group and co-worker employed LbL technology in microfluidics de-
vice for capturing CTC from whole blood and release cells thereafter. Alternative
layers of gelatin / streptavidin coating on PDMS surface was developed to capture
the CTC. This dual-mode releasing mechanism uses the thermal response of poly-
mer (change in temperature to 370c) to disrupt the coating and mechanosenstive
(shear stress, momentum of cells, and disruption of coating under stress) response
hydrogel to the fluid flow are deconstructed for releasing the cells. Average recov-
ery of 93.2% cancer cells with 88.3% viability [350] was achieved with this method.
Recently, alginate/PAH polyelectrolyte system used to develop LbL nano-films on
HB CTC chip and modified to capture cancers cells, and successfully released the
cells by enzymatic digestion of alginate layer with 95% release efficiency [351].

Turbak et.al, introduced the first cellulose nano fibrils (CNF) [352] by applying
high energy mechanical stress to pulp fibers, Today the CNF is prepared by apply-
ing lower energy mechanical force to chemical or enzymatically pretreated pulps;
the pretreatment enables easier defibrilation. Typically, carboxymethylated CNF
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fibrils are of 5nm thick and a few micrometer long [353].

Notably, affinity based separation with magnetic beads or microfluidic surface
requires antibody deposited onto the surface either covalently or through biotin
conjugation to the Streptavidin labeled antibodies. Modification of particles or
microfluidics surface is not a straightforward process, which requires few different
steps; the main issue with this type of deposition of antibodies does not guaran-
tee the proper orientation of antibodies for antigen-antibody interaction otherwise
sterically hindered. Protein G domains are know to bind to the Fc region of the
antibodies which facilitates proper orientation of antibodies, although requires bio
conjugation method to deposit protein G on to surface. Hedhammar group de-
veloped a genetically modified recombinant spider silk with affinity domain [354]
for binding of Fc region of antibodies. Spider Silk is a protein composed of block
copolymers self assembled by two individual blocks hydrophobic and hydrophilic
block [355]. Spider silk can also be recombinant produced and self-assembled in-
vitro, additionally also spider silk can be modified to bind biomolecules. [356].We
have used this material to develop an affinity microdevice for CTC capture from
pancreatic patients.





Chapter 5

Present Investigation

This thesis is based on the structure as shown in the Figure 1.2 and this chapter
describes the results presented in paper 1-8. Firstly I discuss a passive separation
technique for cancer cell separation. Paper 1-2 investigates the inertial microfluidics
in curved channels for size-based particles, blood cells and cancer cells separation.
Paper 3 presents a novel “Extended-elasto-inertial” microfluidics for particles and
cell separation. Paper 4 reports an optofluidic elasto-inertial based flow cytometer
for analysis of particles and cells. Secondly, I discuss an active separation method for
sample preparation. Paper 5 explore acoustic forces in microfluidics for separation
of cancer cells and trapping for investigation of cellular dynamics at real time.
Paper 6, we demonstrate a new microbubbles assisted acoustic cell-sorting device.
In the last, I discuss affinity-based separation of CTC. Paper 7 presents a layer-by-
layer technique to surface modify the microfluidic devices for affinity-based capture
and release of cancer cells. Paper 8 presents a recombinant spider silk-based bio-
functionalization of microfluidic devices for capture and release of CTC.

5.1 Passive Separation

In Paper 1, we systematically studied the effects Dean vortices on particles in flow
through curved channels. A simple U shaped, low aspect ratio microchannels with
varying radius of curvature was used to investigate the influence of curvature on
laterally unfocused particles and to realize the high-throughput particle manipula-
tion. Figure 5.1 shows the inertial forces on the particle in the U shaped channel.
We observed pre-focusing of 10 µm sized particles in the microchannels with AR
1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 before they enter into the curvature, because of low aspect ratio
the inertial forces are large enough to focus the particles in the straight part of the
channel, therefore channel with AR 1:5 and 1:10 were used to study the effects of
inertial forces, where randomly distributed particles enter the curvature. A single
focusing position was observed at the inner wall of the channel, right after the cur-
vature as shown in the Figure 5.2 The results were intriguing, as we noticed that

57
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of particle focusing in flow through curved chan-
nels. Randomly distributed particles are first affected by dominant lift forces in the
straight channel. Inset: Cross-section of the channel showing the presence of Dean
vortices and how the dominant forces acting on a particle forcing it to focus in a
distinct lateral position exiting the curved channel

Figure 5.2: A) Fluorescent images of 10µm particles flowing through U-shaped
channel with aspect ratios a) 1:5 and b) 1:10.B) Cross-sectional intensity of 10 µm
particles at the exiting points of the curved section for channel widths 250 µm(a)
and 500 µm (b) over a range of radius of curvature. The lateral focusing position
was fixed and independent of radius of curvature.

the particle will move to approximately the same position after a single curve and
the position doesn’t vary irrespective of dean number i.e., variation of radius of
curvature (2mm-9mm), and we found a fixed lateral position Xa=0.3W and 0.35W
for 250 µm and 500µm width channels, respectively. A more detailed investigation
on the lateral focusing position was done using S-shaped curved channel and this
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geometry allows the focusing of the particles in the first curvature and priming the
focused particle entry into the second curvature with out cross-talk of secondary
forces from previous curvature as the direction of the flow field changes. The lat-
erally focused position doesn’t vary and shows good agreement with single curve
channel, indicating the lateral focused position doesn’t vary irrespectively of ran-
dom or focused particle entry in the curved channel. A single inlet and 4 outlets

Figure 5.3: Filtration of leukocytes. (A) 10 µm particles focused and filtered
through the u-shaped device. The filtration efficiency, defined as fraction of the
particles recovered through outlet 2, was 96%. (B) Filtration of leukocytes. The
filtration efficiency was 78% (n=3). The flow rate was 2.2 ml/min (De=37) in
both cases.

U-shaped channel were designed and used to demonstrate the filtration application.
10µ and 2µm particles are processed through the device and 10µm particles were
focused and extracted with an efficiency of >92%, while 2µm particles are not fo-
cused. We also showed the leukocytes can be separated from a diluted blood with
an separation efficiency of 78% with a high flow rate of 2.2ml/min. Figure 5.3. In
summary, we show systematic analysis of particles focusing in a simple u-shaped
curved microchannel. A high-throughput particle manipulation is realized and as
an example leukocytes were successfully separated from diluted blood sample, this
simple device operates without the requirement of external force. Although, U-
shaped design simplicity provides high throughput separation, spiral devices are
attractive as it provides differential focusing of cells at different focusing position
that can be easily separated at different outlets.
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In Paper 2, a simple method based on differential inertial focusing combined with
selective RBC lysis to focus, order and sort live, nucleated cells from whole blood is
presented. It exploits the osmometric property of cells and inertial migration forces
to separate the enlarged nucleated cells. The integrated device consists of three
zones for fluid and cell manipulation Figure 5.4. In zone 1 mixing of whole blood
with the RBC lysis buffer occurs and leads to the incubation zone 2 for complete
elimination of RBC and osmometric expansion of nucleated cells followed by zone
3 for differential inertial focusing and separation of nucleated cells.

Figure 5.4: The integrated device has three Zones: in the first zone, deionized
water is mixed with whole blood in the channel with herringbone structure for chaotic
mixing. In the second zone, the pre- mixed solution is incubated and in the third
zone PBS is added to terminate the RBC lysis and inertially focus the remaining
leukocyte for size based separation in the spiral. The fractionated sample from outlet
1 is readily available for downstream analysis.

Initially, the spiral was evaluated as a stand alone and showed 100% separation
of 10µm particles and the solid content test with diluted blood samples at 1, 5 and
10% resulted with a separation efficiency of 93%, 89% and 80% respectively at the
De=6.2. When lysed blood was processed through the device, higher efficiency was
obtained, suggesting the reduced the particle-particle interaction. Using the inte-
grated device, we demonstrate three applications: separation of total leukocytes,
three-part fractionation of leukocytes, and separation of spiked cancer cells from
whole blood.
For differential separation of cells the integrated device was added with increased
resistance at the outlets by varying the tube length and achieved the FL/FD forces
to balance the 10µm and 15µm particles at different equilibrium position, extract-
ing at two different outlets at a separation efficiency of 87% for 15µm beads and
95% for 10µm beads. Similarly, spiked cancer cells were separated from the other
blood cells with a yield of 95%. However, the purity was low due to the contami-
nation from leukocytes.
Exposure of blood cells to hypotonic solution caused the cell-specific swelling and
by adding one more outlet at the spiral part, we were able to separate the subpop-
ulation of leukocytes. Cell contact time with the hypotonic buffer was optimized
to 13 sec to continuously separate lymphocytes, granulocytes and monocytes at a
purity of 91%, 86% and 43% respectively, Figure 5.5. Furthermore, exposure to
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hypotonic solution and continuous high throughput separation of nucleated cells
did not activate the cells, while processing through integrated device.

Figure 5.5: Integrated device for leukocyte fractionation into subpopulation. A)
The integrated device showing the three outlets. B) Fractionation of leukocyte sub
population at outlets one to three. A purity of 86%, 41% and 91% was obtained for
granulocyte (outlet1), monocyte (outlet 2) and lymphocyte (outlet 3) respectively for
a contact time of 13 sec

In summary, we present an integrated device and show inertial separation of par-
ticles and total leukocyte separation from whole blood. Although, high yield was
obtained for separation of cancer cells, the contamination from the blood cell was
high, especially from the granulocytes, which has similar size to that of cancer cells.
Moreover, we successfully demonstrated with three-outlet chip for sub-population
separation of leukocytes without compromising the cells integrity, viability and
activation providing opportunity for subsequent down stream analysis.
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In Paper 3 we present a elasto-inertial microfluidics at a high flow rate regime
study using spiral microfluidic device. We investigated in detail the particle focusing
in viscoelastic fluids in spiral channel with different aspect ratio at varying Reynolds
number and Dean number. Schematic Figure 5.6 shows the behavior of particle in
Newtonian fluid flow and non-Newtonian fluid flow. In elasto-inertial microfluidics
an additional force from the polymer structure will act in fluid and on the particles.

Figure 5.6: Schematic and experimental representation of inertial microfluidics
in Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid flow in curve microchannels A) Spiral de-
vice with ten turns particles are introduced at the inlet and the particles finds its
equilibrium position at the inner wall of the channel in the Newtonian flow, while
the particles are focused at the outer wall in the non-Newtonian fluid flow. B) Flu-
orescent 15 µm particles are introduced at the inlet, the balance between the inertial
lift force dean and drag forces causes the particle to be focused at the inner wall of
the channel in the Newtonian fluid flow, while the additional elastic forces cause
the particles to move towards the minimum normal stress position and finds the
equilibrium position at the outer wall of the channel.

Initially, we evaluated the influence of Dean drag force on the particle focusing
in the viscoelastic fluid using 10 µm and 15 µm beads and we found that 15 µm
particles finds the equilibrium position faster than the smaller 10 µm m particles.
By reversing the flow direction from out-to-in, the inward flowing particles were
particles focused at even lower Reynolds number as compared to the outward flow.
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At high flow rates, the influence of the Dean drag affect larger particles more in the
inward flow and 15 µm m particles start to defocus faster than the 10 µm particles
see Figure 5.7 . To achieve the differential separation of particles we have designed
a novel integrated two-spiral device for separation of 10 and 15 µm particles Figure
5.8 , this method provide a suitable method for separation of bigger cells from the
smaller cells, and has the potential to be employed for CTC separation at high
throughput.

Figure 5.7: Experimental results of particle dynamics in non-Newtonian fluids
flow in A) (in to out) and B) (out-to-in) spiral, Particles of size 10 and 15 µm are
focused in a viscoelastic fluid at varying Reynolds number

In summary, we have reported particle focusing in non-Newtonian fluid flow
at throughputs comparable to flows in Newtonian fluid. The particles are focused
towards the outer wall of the spiral channel and by exploiting the influence lift,
elastic and dean forces, we show 99% separation of 15µm particles from 10 µm
particle suspension. Furthermore, this method can be used for CTC separation.
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Figure 5.8: Experimental results of two integrated spiral. A) Particle size with 5,
10 and 15 µm introduced at the inlet, where 5 µm particles are focused and extracted
at the first spiral outlet, while 10 and 15 µm particles follows to the next spiral,
where the 15 µm particles remains at the inner wall, while the 10 µm particles find
the equilibrium position at the outer wall of the channel. B) Separation of particle
10 and 15 µm at different flow rates of 700µl/min and 1000µl/min, where 10 and
15 µm particles are differential extracted at different outlets.

Optical analysis of cancer cells

In paper 4 , we report on a highly integrated, portable, all silica optofluidic sheath
less flow cytometer, which utilizes the elasto inertial focusing for ordering of cells
and particles. Light delivery in the optical fiber facilitates simultaneously measure-
ment of two fluorescence color and scattering information from particles and cells
in flow.
Silica capillary are used as microchannels and elasto-inertial facilitates the sheath-
less focusing and ordering of particles and cells, which is the main requirement
for flow cytometer measurements. Different diameter capillaries (25µm, 56µm and
90µm) were tested for focusing of particles with different sizes (2µm, 10µm and
15µm) as shown in the Figure 5.9. As expected the particles in Newtonian flow
not focused in the center, while the dominating elastic forces and the normal stress
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difference caused the particles to focus at the to the center of the channel axis in
Non-Newtonian solutions. Double-clad optical fiber ease the fabrication of portable

Figure 5.9: a) Inertial and (b) elasto-inertial focusing of particles of diameter a
in capillaries of diameter d. (left) Cross-section of the particle distribution; (cen-
ter) Long-exposure fluorescence microscope image of flowing particles; and (right)
Transversal profile of particles for different flow rates Q (µl/min) and Reynolds
number Re. (c) Elasto-inertial focusing of 15-µm particles flowing in a 90-µm cap-
illary at different flow rates/Reynolds number for PEO concentrations 500, 2000
and 5000 ppm. Dashed black lines define the capillary walls

flow cytometer, consists of coaxial outer core with low refractive index and outer
layer with much lower refractive index. The simple architecture of the device with
central 9µm inner core provides the excitation light with a Gaussian intensity pro-
file that impinges on the longitudinal ordered particles or cells and 0.5% scattered
light from particles/cells collected back by the 105 µm core with numerical aper-
ture of 0.2, connected to a detection system as shown in Figure 5.10 Particles with
two different fluorescent color 10µm and 15µm tested successful for its fluorescent
measurement and scattering and a 99% match between scattering and fluorescent
beads were observed. Furthermore, a good agreement with cancer cells focusing
at a high flow rate of 400µl /min in a non-Newtonian flow with fluorescent and
scattering measurement from the cells as showm in Figure 5.11

In summary, for the first time we demonstrate integration of optical fiber, Elasto
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Figure 5.10: (a) Detection principle of the double-clad optical fiber (DCF), (b)
Fiber based microflow cytometer: Detection micro-chamber, (c) Cross- sectional
views of the micro-chamber (d)Image of the micro-chamber during operation. The
green light is fluorescence from particles flowing through the input capillary and
excited by light from the DC

inertial focusing in capillary for producing a portable all in silica fiber for the analy-
sis of inertial focused cancer cells at an rate of 2500particles/second. Although, the
throughput cannot be compared with the conventional flow cytometers. However
for certain application and at resource limited settings, this portable flow cytometer
provides a alterative source of flow cytometer analysis.
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Figure 5.11: a) Detection principle of the double-clad optical fiber (DCF), (b)
Fiber based microflow cytometer: Detection micro-chamber, (c) Cross- sectional
views of the micro-chamber (d) Image of the micro-chamber during operation. The
green light is fluorescence from particles flowing through the input capillary and
excited by light from the DC

5.2 Active Separation

In Paper 5 we present the integration of several different acoustophoresis ma-
nipulation functions on a single microfluidic device demonstrating pre-alignment,
size-separation of cancer cells and trapping for investigation of cellular dynamics at
real time. The design comprises three zones of acoustic actuation (with three sep-
arate transduces) Figure 5.12 By creating standing waves in a microfluidic device
(a channel with multiple branches) using multiple broadband transducers, different
manipulation functions were achieved simultaneously. A pre-alignment transducer
with operating frequency of 4.45MHz was used to produce two (pressure) nodes in
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zone 1. A separation transducer operated at 1.39 MHz to produce a single node
in zone 2, and in zone 3 trapping transducer operated at 2.78 MHz for producing
multiple nodes for trapping.

Figure 5.12: Schematic picture of three transducers glued on to the chip 4.45
MHz used for pre-alignment of particles (and cells), 1.39 MHz for focusing the
larger particles to the center of the channel. Both of these transducers are broad
banded fixed using epoxy-glue as backing layer. The last transducer is a single PZT
element, which is used for trapping the focused particles inside the chamber with
2.78 MHz. (b) Three different zones and their functions

Initially, acoustic energy density (which scales with the acoustic radiation force)

Figure 5.13: Microscopic view from the chip during an experiment. (a) Sized-
based separation of A549 cancer cells from RBCs after Zone 2. The RBC: cancer
cell ratio is 100:1. (b) Trapping and up-concentration of the separated cancer cells
in Zone 3

measurements were performed for three zones and resonance leakage was observed
from the pre-alignment zone into the separation zone. Correcting these effects
was done by operating the separation transducer at a higher voltage producing
the much higher acoustic energy density in zone 2 relative to the pre-alignment
transducers in zone 1 and varying the flow rate, the leakage of resonance from
the pre-alignment transducer was eliminated enabling the separation of large par-
ticles from the smaller particles continuously under flow while trapping the beads.
Lung cancers cell from the spiked RBC samples were separated without dilutions
with an efficiency of 71.4% and 92.4% respectively. In addition, large cancer cells
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separated were trapped in the Zone 3 with a trapping efficiency of 93.1%, where
the cellular dynamics fluorescent dye uptake by the cells at real time was measured
and by changing to lysis buffer solution the cell were lysed and observed in real time.

In summary, we show a bulk acoustic wave based platform for integrated ultra-
sonic standing wave separation and manipulation of particles and cells in a single
microfluidic chip and also show up-concentration of cancer cells by trapping, thus
facilitating to study the real time analysis of cells. Although, the device handle
complex biological samples and perform up stream processing, the throughput was
limited because of the less flow rate which is required have the acoustic forces im-
plication on cells.

In Paper 5, we have exploited the positive pressure nodes to manipulate the
behavior of particles and cells in a flow condition based on its positive acoustic
contrast factor. In paper 6, we demonstrate gas filled surface modified polymeric
microbubbles for cancer cell separation as shown in Figure 5.14

Figure 5.14: Schematic illustration of flow through acoustophoresis based cell
sorting device using immunoaffinity cell capture with antibody-coated microbubbles.
cells in green and bubbles in red color

Initially, we have surface modified the polyvinyl alcohol polymer shell microbub-
bles to deposit the EpCAM antibodies and captured HCT-116 colon cancer cells.
Under the static condition, on the application of acoustic waves, the cells labeled
with microbubbles and non-tagged cells were aligned at different position within
the channel based on its acoustic contrast factor as shown in Figure 5.15. Based
on the acoustic contract factor of microbubbles, cell tagged with microbubbles are
aligned in the anti-node because of negative acoustic contrast factor, whereas non-
tagged cells were aligned at the node. Underflow condition of 80µl/min and at
a pressure greater than <120kPa the separation of cancer cells tagged with mi-
crobubbles was achieved with a separation efficiency of 75%, the efficiency was not
100% because few cells tagged with microbubbles moved to the antinode position
towards the channel walls, therefore suggesting a requirement of new design for
greater separation of cancer cells.
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Figure 5.15: A) Acoustic contrast based sorting in stationary condition. (Top)
The MBs-cell complex at antinodes under acoustic field, (bottom) the mixture of
cells (green) and MBs-cell complexes (red-green), where cells are at nodes and MBs-
cell complex at antinodes. C) Sorting efficiency of 75% of MBs-cell complex at flow
rate of 180µl/hr. D) The fluorescent intensity peaks representing lateral distribution
of microbubbles (red), cells (green) and MBs-cell complex (red- green overlap) at
nodes and antinodes

In summary, we report a new microbubbles-Activate Acoustic Cell Sorting
(BAACS) method as a proof of principle for positive selection of microbubbles
labeled cells with acoustic forces to separate cancer cells, which can be exploited
for separation of EpCAM positive cells and EpCAM negative circulating tumor
cells from whole blood.
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5.3 Affinity Separation

In paper 7, we demonstrate a novel layer-by-layer (LbL) coating of biodegrad-
able biopolymer onto microfluidic device that enables capturing of cancer cells and
gentle release of antibody-captured cells from the surface without losing the cell
viability, see Figure 5.16. Initially, we developed a coating procedure for Cellulose
nanofibers onto the PDMS and Zenor microfluidic device with a capture moiety for
precise control and maximize cell-ligand interactions. Homogenous coating was re-
alized after 4 bilayer of CNF/PEI, while the first layer was PAH, the outermost layer
was deposited with fluorescent-tagged PEI to visualize the LbL formation. CNF

Figure 5.16: Schematic of microfluidic device showing capture and release of
cancer cells from the modified LbL CNF coated device

coating was modified for selective capture of cancer cells; standard carbodiimide
reaction was used to deposit the EpCAM antibodies onto the outermost layer of the
CNF to capture CTC. For gentle release of cells, we employ biodegradation of CNF
backbone by specific bacterial enzymes for selective release of cancer cells from the
microfluidic device surface and the AFM measurement confirmed the degradation
pattern. Release efficiency was measured by enumerating the cell captured before
and after the enzyme treatment and we shows after 30 min all the cells from the
device were released Figure 5.17 without losing the cell viability.

In summary, the LbL biopolymer system with novel CNF coating onto the mi-
crofluidic system is demonstrated here, represents an important step forward to-
wards developing affinity based cell capture on different material microfluidic device
and also enables gentle, efficient recovery and isolation of cancer cells. However,
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Figure 5.17: Number of cells captured onto the microfluidic device from the cancer
cells HCT-116 spiked samples and released by digesting the cellulose enzymatically
at different interval of time 10 , 20, and 30 minutes respectively and estimated to
be 99% after 30 min enzymatic treatment

the microchannels architectures have to be improved for the optimum capture of
circulating tumor cells from whole blood.
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Although the LbL technique and bioconjugation methods provides effective sur-
face modification for deposition of antibodies for isolation of the cells, the process is
tedious and requires several different steps to achieve the desired surface for efficient
separation of cells. In Paper 8, we present a novel simple method for easy surface
modification of microfluidic device for antibody deposition to isolate circulating tu-
mor cells and also we demonstrate release of captured cells by enzymatic treatment
Figure 5.18 Initially, we develop a single step procedure for the self-assembly of the

Figure 5.18: Schematic set up for surface modification of microfluidics device i)
self-assembly of spider silk fusion protein, Z-4RepCT, ii) Antibody conjugation and
iii) blood processing to capture CTC, iv) enzymatic cleavage of silk v) Release of
captured CTC from the chip

recombinant spider silk coating onto microfluidic device at room temperature. The
recombinant modified mainly silk consist of Z-4RepCT domain for antibody binding
and the hydrophobic interaction between the domains and hydrophobic surface of
the device causes the spider silk to self-assemble to form thin film coating onto the
microfluidic surface. Apart from self-assembly to create a function layer, the recom-
binant spider silk also facilitates binding of IgG antibodies through Fc region to the
Z-domain enabling proper orientation of the antibodies, see schematic Figure 5.18
Pancreatic cancer cell line Capan-1 spiked in whole blood was efficiently captured
onto the silk modified EpCAM coated PDMS and Zenor device and we achieved
with 85% capture efficiency. For gentle release of the cells from the captured sur-
face, specific protease enzyme that targets the Z-domain was employed for selective
release of captured cells, the time for release and the flow rate were optimized see
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Figure 5.19: Quantitative results of cell released at different interval of time of 1,
2, and 3 hours respectively

Figure 5.19. After incubating with enzyme for 3 hours and washing by buffer at a
flow rate of 100µl/min for 5 minutes, 95% of the bounded cells were released and
the viability of released cells was demonstrated to be 98%. Blood samples from
the pancreatic patient were processed through silk functionalized microdevice and
CTC were captured with an average of 8 cells from four samples as shown in Figure
5.20

Figure 5.20: Circulating tumor cells from pancreatic patients blood indicated with
red arrows while the WBC in white arrows, CTC were stained for Cytokeratin with
CK-FITC, Nucleus with Hoechst and leukocytes with CD45-APC fluorescent-tagged
antibodies respectively

In summary, we have developed a novel recombinant silk-based modification of mi-
crofluidic devices in a single step with deposition of EpCAM antibodies for affinity
based capture of circulating tumor cells from the pancreatic cancer patients and
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also demonstrate the release of captured cancer cells without compromising the
viability for further downstream processing.





Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlook

This thesis is mainly focused around circulating tumor cells and different ways to
isolate them from whole blood using microfluidic based passive, active and affinity
techniques. The application of these techniques has led to the development of in-
novative solution in each of these techniques for isolation of circulating tumor cells
from whole blood.

The contribution towards the passive techniques includes in-depth understanding
of inertial microfluidic, where we show in a simple low aspect ratio microfluidic
channel, the particles are focused at certain position irrespective of the radii of cur-
vature. A novel integrated device was realized for separation of nucleated cells by
exploiting the osmometric behavior of blood and cancer cells. However, the purity
of the cancer cells was low due the presence of certain population of leukocytes
that are of similar size as cancer cells. Which in turn led to the three parts high
throughput separation of leukocytes from whole blood without activating the cells
by shear forces. This label free isolation method is suitable for subsequent down
stream analysis for diseases diagnosis.

An elasto-inertial flow regime was unraveled in this thesis to understand the under-
lying physics of particles focusing and its migration behavior at high flow conditions,
which is poorly understood today and here we tried to explain our observation in
this flow regime and applied for differential focusing of particles. However much
work can be extended for cell focusing and separation.
A novel portable all silica fiber flow cytometer was developed utilizing both the
elasto-inertial focusing for single stream particle alignment necessary for flow cy-
tometer together with optical fibers coupled to the lasers. Interrogation of single
particle and cancer cells for fluorescent and scattering measurement enabled simple,
easy, portable flow cytometer, as a first step towards point of care type of device
for resource limited settings.
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Contribution towards the active separation techniques includes development of an
acoustofluidics on-chip sample preparation platform encompasses focusing of par-
ticles and cells at different position with in the microfluidic channel based on their
size. A novel combination of separation of large cancer cells from red blood cells
and up concentration of cancer cells was developed using acoustofluidics and also
facilitates the study of dynamics of real time cellular metabolism. Furthermore, this
method can be used for validating drug and 3D cell behavioral studies. A novel
polymer microbubbles based cancer separation method was developed together with
the application of acoustofluidics, where cells of same size with different affinity
biomarkers can be separated, however the low flow rate for separation limited its
practical use, suggesting further studies.

In the affinity separation method, we have developed a novel layer-by-layer cellu-
lose modified functional microfluidic device orchestrated with EpCAM antibodies
for specific separation of cancer cells. This method was applied for modifying not
only the typical used PDMS based microdevice, but also plastic microfluidic device
without any pre activation steps. Furthermore, we developed innocuous release
of captured cancer cells enzymatically from the microfluidic devices, facilitating
subsequent downstream analysis and also for cell culture. Finally, a novel simple
procedure was developed to surface modify the microfluidic device in a single step
using recombinant spider silk with affinity domains for antibodies, which provides
the proper orientation of antibody binding to capture cancer cells. A proteolytic
domain facilitates for selective release of captured cancer cells for downstream anal-
ysis and for subsequent culture of released cells. We showed capturing of circulating
tumor cells from the pancreatic patients. This method can also be applied onto
different materials surface for separation of biomolecules.

Regardless of different technologies explored in this thesis for separation of cir-
culating tumor cells, not a single method will provide the desired purity and yield
required. Therefore, different technologies should be used in combination to obtain
the desired results. Although, by combing the different techniques the CTC can be
isolated, however, merely, counting of CTC does not provide any clinical informa-
tion; further molecular analysis is required for efficient diagnosis and treatment of
cancer. Microfluidics has facilitated the development of different innovative meth-
ods for CTC capture and release with increasingly higher yields and facilitates all
the downstream characterization. Already, different microfluidics based system-
gaining entry into large number of clinical trails. I believe that microfluidics will
play a significant role in cancer diagnostics and advancing the race towards achiev-
ing clinical relevance.
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